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PRE FACE

In line with Unesco's view that the concept of life-
long education should underlie all of the Organiza-
tion's educational action, the preparation of a
series of studies on educational structures consis-
tent with the requirements of life-long education
was undertaken in 1971.. It was proposed that each
of these studies should outline a possible model for
a system based on the ideal of a continuous educa-
tional process throughout th.. ifetime of the learner.
Moreover, each study would, if possible, indicate
the means for bringing an existing national school
system into line with life-long learning. The ob-
jective was to clarify the principles of life-long
education, and to demonstrate how the ideal could
be, approached.

The Secretariat called on George W. Parkyn
of New Zealand to prepare this first study. Dr.

arkyn has rendered extensive service to educa-
t on in many parts of the world: in. New Zealand,
a ..ate_acher in primary and secondary schools, as
a senior lecturer at the University of Otago, and as
director of the New Zealand Council for Educational
Research, 1954-1967; at Unesco, where he made
substantial contributions to the World Survey of
Education; at Stanford University, California, as
a visiting professor; in New Zealand again, as a
visiting lecturer in Comparative Education at the

University of Auckland; and as Professor of'Com-
parative Education at the University of London.
Institute of Education.

Dr. Parkyn was asked to review the available
literature in this field and to involve several of his
colleagues at Stanford University, California, in
discussions on the basic concept. Psychologists,
sociologists, and anthropologists, as well as pro-
fessional educators took part in the conceptual
stage, contributing a rich variety of views. Among
those who helped the author in the preparation of the
study were his research assistants, Mr. Alejandro
Tolede, and Mr. Hei-tak Wu, and his colleagues,
Dr. John. C. Bock, Dr. Martin Carnoy, Dr. Henry
M. Levin and Dr. Frank J. Moore.

The study is intended for those who mike or
influence decisions about national educational
policies. AF more and more consumers of tra-
ditional educ, come to doubt its ability to serve
their needs, the study may be appreciated by a
larger audience. Moreover, it would seem to com-
plement the report of the International Commission
on Education,' although Dr. Parkyn completed his
work several months before publication of Idearnin
to be.

The views expressed in the paper are those
the author, and do not necessarily reflectcthose o
Unesco.
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Part I

INTRODUCTION

1. THE CONCEPT OF LIFE-LONG EDUCATION

Uresco'A commitment to
life-long education

-With regard to life-long education, it is now a
matter of common knoWledge that this is a concept
Which explains the real meaning of modern educa-
tion and which should inspire and sum up all efforts
dii-ected towards reform.... In the period following
International Education Ye,-.r, which we have reason
to hope Will give an impetus to global thinking and
the will to reform, this ought to be the main line
along which shOuld be planned, over the next decade,
Unesco's activities in all matters pertaining to edu-
cation. -(1) This statement by the Director-General
of Unesco indicates. Unesco's major educational
commitment during the 1970s. It marks the accept-
ance of a principle that haS been forming in the
Secretariat for several years and that has crysta-
lized clearly as the results of the earlier efforts
have come to be more fully appreciated.

In DeceMber 1965, Unesco's International Com-
mittee for the Advancement of Adult Education dis-
cussed a paper by Paul Lengrand on the concept of
c6ntinuing education, and recommended thatUnescO
should endorse the principle of life-long education.
This, it said, was the animating principle of the
whole process of education, regarded as continuing.
throughout an individual's life from his earliest
childhood to the end of his days, and therefore call-
ing for integrated organization. It is noteworthy
that the Committee saw clearly the central prob-
lem of life-long education, namely integrated or-
ganization. It stated that integration should be
achieved both vertically, throughout the duration
of life, and horizontally to cover all the various
aspects of the life of individuals and societies.

In planning for International Education Year,
the Secretariat . reviewed Unesco's educational pro-
grammes over the preceding years, and those
deemed essential were incorporated in proposals
to the fifteenth session of the .leneral Conference

at the end of 1968. Resolution 1.112 of the General
Conference listed twelve major objectives, one of
which was life-long education.

As the various projects being initiated by
Member States throughout 1970 were examined,
life-long education was se,,m to be the unifying
principle that would enable all aspects of education
to be brought together into a coherent whole. Mem-
ber States were urged, therefore, not merely to
seek new approaches to educational problems but
to redefine education and see it as a dimension of
life throughout its entire length. In several strik-
ing cases, an awareness of this new perspective
only arose when sometimes conflicting solutions
to such concrete problems as the education of de-
linquent adolescents, the care of pre school child-
ren, and the designing of community educational
centres, resulted from considering them as if they
were independent of one another. The realization
of their mutual interdependence often removed the
difficulties.

When the results of International Education
Year were evaluated, it was found that life-long
education had in fact become one of the themes,
that were most prominent among all the various
projects carried out by Member States during the
course of the year. In his report on the activities
of Unesco during 1970(2) the Director-General
noted that at least 49 projects hadbeen undertaken
that explicitly tried to elucidate the concept of life-
long education, to examine its implications for
current programmes in such fields as literacy
teaching and occupational retraining, or to apply
it in planning new activities. The Director-General

(1) International Education Year 1970, Bulletin,
No.2, September 1969, p.3.

(2) Report of the Director-General on the Activi-
ties of the Organization in 1970. Addendum:
General Assessment of Education Year, p. 10.
Paris, Unesco, 1971.



emphasized that a central task was still that of
theoretically analysing the implications of integrated
life-long education, and of establishing priorities
among the problems that will arise with the insti-
tutionalization of the concept.

When a Special Committee of the Executive
Board of Unesco came to consider the 1)irector-
General's Report in April 1971, it was apparent
that, while there had been widespread concern, in
the Secretariat and in Member States, with the
problem of institutionalizing life-long education
the concept itself was still far from perfectly
understood. However, the practical difficulties of
reorganizing national education systems to achieve
closer integration of all their formal and non-
formal components were obvious. The Education
Sector of Unesco itself was undertaking 29 proj-
ects concerned with life-long education, and as
these were distributed among four departments
their harmonization was not easy to achieve.
Nevertheless, as the Director of the Education
Sector emphasized to the Special Committee, a
point in Unesco's history had at last been reached
where the process of education was no longer being
thought of as divided into separate entities, primary
education, secondary education, technical'educa-
tion, ail(' adult education; these were now seen as
a continuous and integrated process. (1) Henceforth,
Unesco's educational programme, however diverse
its components, is to be seen in the perspective of
life-long education. International Education Year
1970 marked a turning point in Unesco's approach
to the problems of education in its Member States.

Life -long education and the
Second Development Decade

International Education Year 1970 is also signifi-
cant as the beginning of the Second Development
Decade, a decade that promises to be momentous
in the concern that Unesco is showing for a con-
ception of development that far transcends mere
economic growth, and encompasses the full life of
man. In a paper presented to the Stanford Interna-
tional Development Education Center, Malcolm S.
Adiseshiah, then Deputy Director-General, dem-
onstrated that there was no generally accepted con-
cept of development guiding the activities of the
19606,' and in consequence the decade had ended
with divergent instead of convergent national and
international actions. He declared that what was
implicit, in the few targets of the decade soon be-
came transformed into an economic growth concept
of development which produced its own structural
distortion's and social and international upheaval.(2)
And in the Spheres of education, science and cul-
ture the positive achievements of the decade had
themselves given rise to critical problems. Des-
pite the spectacular expansion of education, there
were more children out of school than in school,
and the demographic explosion, responsible for
this fact, had also increased the number of adult
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illiterates. Nevertheless, he pointed out that one
of the gains of the First Development Decade was
that the Karachi, Addis Ababa, and Santiago Plans
embodied the first comprehensive attempts. to
assess long-range objectives expressed in terms
of ends rather than means, and these early and
imperfect approaches to systems analysis had led
to an appreciation of the need for an even more
comprehensive and integrated view of both the pro-
cess of development and the process of education.

In the crisis conditions that beset education
throughout the world during the 1960s, education,
too, came to be seen as an integrated sub-system

'within the total social system, and the long-latent
concept of life-long education found acceptance. In
the words of Adiseshiah, "Nascent at best, little
understood, mistrusted by many, and eliciting
little operational interest, this invaluable cultural
jewel of the industrialized society is the discovery
of the decade. Its implications, diffusion and ap-
plication in all of social and individual 1Ve have yet
to be worked out".(3) It is not too much to say that
the key to realization of the aspirations of tile Sec-
ond Development Decade will be found in a proper
appreciation of the two concepts of "development"
and "life-long education".

The concept of life-long education

The concept of "life-long education" is not diffi-
cult to grasp. Everyone is familiar, now with the
fact that in the modern world new knowledge and
new conditions of existence are coming into being
so fast that no -one can go through life without hav-
ing to learn much that is new. It is clear that we
cannot learn during childhood and adolescence all
that we shall need throughout life. Nor can we
acquire in a casual way, without deliberate edu-
cational provision, the complex new forms of
knowledge and skill that we shall need at various
points in our lives. In an age of complex living
conditions and rapid change, the need for contin-
uing educational provision can readily be seen.
The "life-long" component of the term, then, is
easily understood. The other component, "edu-
cetion ", presents greater difficulty for this takes
on a different aspect when it is a life-long process
rather than a child-centred and adolescent-centred
one.

(1) Unesco Executive Board, Report of the Special
Committee on its Examination of the Report of
the Director-General on the Activities of the
Organization. p.22. Paris, Unesco, 14 April
1971. (87 EX/6).

(2) Malcolm S. Adiseshiah, Unesco and the Second
Development Decade. Paper presented to the
Stanford International Development Education
Center, Stanford University, 24 July 1970,
p.5. Paris, Unesco, 1970.

(3) Ibid., p. 3.



An adequate understanding of the concept of
life-long education calls for a careful examination
of the basic concept of education itself, and the
success of any reorganization of education in the

----oerspective of lifelong education will require a
radical change in the traditional view. The essen-
tial difference is between the view thit education is
a preparation for a life that will be lived after edu-
cation is completed, and the view that it is an essen-
tial element throughout the whole of the individual's
life. It is easy to make a verbal resolution of the
contradiction by saying that education is at one and
the same time a process of living in the present
and a process of preparation for further living.
The problem is what kind of education can do both.

For the present era, probably no philosopher
of education has made a more relevant conceptual
analysis of the relationship between living and edu-
cation than Dewey. Early in this century he had
recognized that education was a life-long process
and had stated explicitly the characteristics of such
a process. The essence of his formulation isrele-
vant to every aspect of our consideration of life-long
education.

Life-long learning

Life, stated Dewey, is a process of development,
and developing is living. This process is not simply
a spontaneous unfolding of latent potentialities,
little' affected by the environment, nor is it simply
a forming or. shaping by external stimuli. At all
stages it is a transaction between a living being and
its surroundingS, a transaction in which the living
being mentally or physically' transfnr'-,s or recon-
structs thOse parts of its environment that are rel-
evant to its life. In so doing it transforms itself
and enhances the quality of its life. The value of
the process of transformation lies in its continued
enhancement of the quality of living. Development
leads to the possibility of further development.

Human beings are essentially social beings,
and the environmental conditions within which they
develop are in the main socially created. They in-
clude all aspects of man's culture, his knowledge,
skills, attitudes, customs, laws, beliefs,. valUes,
and so on. Their transformation takes place not by
mere physical ingestion and digestion as in the in-
ta'ae of food, but by perceiving, conceiving, enlarg-
ing the range of meaning of experience, by learn-
ing. The value of learning lies in the extent to
which it enriches experience. It-is, indeea, says
Dewey, "the chief business of life at every point to
make living thus contribute to an enhancement of
its own perceptible rneaning".(1) For social man,
then, learning is essential to continued development.

It is characteristic of human beings that they
have ideals that lead them to hope that they will de-
velop in one way rather than another. in Conse-
quence, they do not leave their learning entirely to
a spontaneous interaction with the environment.
They seek to influence their development, typically

by influencing the process of learning, of trans'
forming and reconstructing their experience. The
term "education" is commonly used for this ,de-
liberate influencing of learning. Moreover,know-
ing that different kinds of environment have differ-
ent effects upon people, they influence the devel-
opment of their fellows by providing environments
in which desired learning is facilitated.

'Learning and education

Keeping in mind Dewey's idea that, living is devel-
oping,: that devt loping is learning or the recon-
structing within oneself of 'experience, and that
education is a process of deliberately providing
conditions in which such reconstructing is facilitated,
we can see how he arrived at what, from the point
of view of the developing individual, he called a
technical definition of education. "It is that re-
construction or reorganization of experience which
adds to the meaning of experience and which in-
creases ability to direct the course of subsequent
experience. "(2) It should be noted that this is a
definition of the process of education. It is not a
statement of the aims of education, nor of the
concre' e results of different educational influences.
It is therefore a definition that is equally applicable
in widely divergent cultures.

It is conceivable that human-beings can cease
developing mentally while continuing to exist as
physical organisms and to behave at a level reached
early in their lives. In a static society this might
not be of importance .to the individual. In changing
societies, however, a satisfying life depends upon
continued transformation of experience. In such
societies therefore educative environments 'have
to be maintained in sJch a way that people can con-
tinue to learn throughout their lives.

Learning and education are not synonythous.
Education is a term that implies more than learn-
ing does. It implies the provision of conditions
that will facilitate learning. Life -long learning
and life-long education, then, are not identical
concepts. The essence of Dewey's analysis of
individual development and its dependence upon
learning is applicable at all ages. Both the learn-
ing of children and the learning of adults must
have this quality of continual transformation of
the learner's experience. This quality will be the
criterion by which we judge the efficacy of any
model of life-long education. Again, it should be
noted that this analysis transcends national and
cultural differences. It does not deal specifically
with such matters as the use of education for eco-
nomic or political purposes or with the relation-
ship Of educational aims to the different values of
different cultures or sub-cultures. These willbe
considered later.

(1) John Dewey, Democracy and Education, p. 90.
. New lork, Macmillan, 1916.

(2)- John Dewey, op. cit. p.90-1.



l'he tinviroilinctit for learning;

['here are many ways in which educative environ-
ments can be created. They range all the.way from
informal situations, in which the learner simply
accompanies other people as they go about their
daily work and learns by play-like participation in
and imitation of their activities, to the deliberately
structured situations provided by agencies such as
schools and universities \cinch specifically de-
signed for helping people to learn,.

The learning environment is made up of (,-)
people:. students., teacherS, parents, friends, ad-
ministrators; (b) facilities: living areas, working
areas, classrooms, libraries, inm...eums, labora-
tories; (c) materials: all kinds of materials and
all kinds of tools and equipment; and (d) activities:
the curriculum, the content of what is taught and
learned, the activities that are carried out as the
means by which the learner's experience is trans-
formed. It is from these elements that educational
situations-are..created. ['he fundamental questions
concerning the process of education, as distinct
from the aims of ,education, are which elements
are appropriate for any particular kind of learning,
and what mixture ofelements is best for indiViduals
at different stages in their lives.

The integration of educational facilities

Life-long education, then, implies the deliberate
provision of educational environments for people
at any stage of their personal development. In the
complex modern world, the institutionalizing of
life-long education will itself be a very complex
thing. "L'he essential elements of such-a systeM are
already present in some' degree in most societies.
There are some facilitie-s for adult education in
every country. There are school and university
systems for children and adolescents in almost
every country, with a more or less comprehensive
coverage of the relevant age-groups. 'Mere is a
variety of pre-school and out-of-school arrange-
ments for child care, agencies for communityde-
velopment, facilities for on-the-job training in vo-
cational skills, and there are libraries, galleries;
museums, and so on.

The task is not merely to extend such facilities
so that there are enough of them for all people. It
is also to construct systematic relationships be-.
tween them, so that they complement one another
and co:nprise an integrated whole with interrelated
parts. In such a system, to give an example of
what is implied, adult education would not be a
separate entity, poorly financed,. intended merely
to compensate for deficiencies in the earlier stages
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of the educational process. It would be, rather,
the crowning phase of a continuous, integrated
series of provisions. Institutionalizing the concept
of life-long education, then, implies a systematic
organization of all levels of formal schooling and
non-formal out-of-school educational activities in
such a way that they provide an environment for
Learning throughout the life of man.

Conceptual models for
life-long education

As a result of its experiencs in helping Member
States to improve their education systems and as
a result of its growing awareness of the signifi-
cance of the great technological and social changes
tl,at are currently transforming the condition of
mankind, Unesco sees that one of its major tasks
is to help the nations to appreciate the concept of
life-long education and to workout its implications
in the many different sets of conditions found
throughout the world today. A useful way begin
this is to construct conceptual models for the pro-
vision of life-long education and to apply them im-
aginatively to actual situations, he present paper
is one attempt to do this.

It is, of course, not possible to develop a de-
tailed model of life-long education that could be
adopted universally. As Paul Lengrand has pointed
out, there can be no question of proposing only one
pattern for life-long education, since every country
has its own structures and tra 'itions, and since
historical evolution is such that at any given moment
in' a society's history one element assumes priority
over all others. (1) Nevertheless, by seeking to
develop a highly generali2ed conceptual model, we
can achieve two very, imp rtant results. First,
we can gain a sounder understanding of the concept
itself through an'attempt to elaborate its implica-
tions. Secondly, we can Ilevelop general principles
that can be applied to planning a system for a par-:
ticular country at a particular time..

In the next section, the sociological and psy-
chological foundations of life-long education will
be considered, in their relevance to the prevision,
organization; and administration of facilities for
such education. A .conceptual model will then be
outlined and applied, by way of example, to one
developing country, and a strategy for transition
suggested as a guide to educational planners who
may be responsible for reorganizing their present
educational systems.

(1) Paul Lengrand, An Introduction to Life -long
Education, p. 73. Paris, Unesco, 1970.



SOCIOLOGIC AL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS
OF L1FE-LONG EDUCATION

Education in a changing society

Mankind is facing a unique combination of socio-
cultural forces that are bringing about a radical
revision of traditional ideas on education. The out7
Standing feature of our times is the rapidity of
change in almost all aspects of human life. The
acceleration in science and technology, the great
population increase, the improvements in the pro-.
diction of consumer goods, the enlarging network
of communication, the drive towards social mo-
bility and participation in political and cultural
activities by sections of the population that in the
past were relatively inactive inthese respects
these are some of the main factors that. make our
era :so different from any that hale preceded it.
They have shoWn us that most current education
systems have deficiencies so serious that they all
for a thorough reshOping.

In the first place, most systems have been
giving inadequate attention to the educational needs
of the major part ofthe population, of any country,
the adults. These are the people Who are imme-
diately involved in the. momentous changes of the
times, and the people who in order to -survive,
have to make the most immediate adjust-
meats and be responsible for and participate in the
making of the crucial political, economic.and social
decisions needed. is still commr,nly assumed
that the informal educative experiences of life are
.adequate for adults. Yet the evidence of advanced
countries is that adult education is becoming in-
creasingly appreciated. In the United States of
America more than a quarter of the adult popula-
tiOn is enrolled in educational courses. (l),

In the second place, most developed education
systems have in many respects been preparing
children to enter a world that is rapidly passing,
and at the same time many developing countries
have been imitating systems whose relevance to
the needs of the new era is being seriously ques-
tioned in the countries of their origin. Even when
far-seeing '.eachers and administrators have intro-
duced innovations designed to prepare young people
for a changing world and.designed with an aware-.
ness that education must be a life-long process, the
necessary. .structures have-rarely provided fOr
more than a small segment of the poptilation in the
more favoured countries.

It is. clear, moreover, that the problem is one
of designing an education not for a known future but
for life in a world characterized by continuing
change. In some fields it will be possible to pre-
dict the nature of the changes with some accuracy,
for example the spread of automated industrial
processes, the involvement of more people in eco-
nomic and political decision7making and an increase
in longevity and in leisure, with the concomitant

opportunity for an enrichment of life through cul-
tural actiVities that once were the privilege of an

/ elite. What is most. probable, however, is that
unpredictable changes will he a major character-
istic of the future, requiring the continuous adap-
tation of man to new circumstances, continuous
learning and relearning, and continuing opportun-
ities for education at every phase of the life cycle.
['his implies that mar can be. expected to need fa-
cilities to help him to .earn throughout 50 or 6(1
years of a lifetime, rather than just for the first
15 or 20 years.. The twofold requirement of any
model for the future, then, is that it provide ade-
quately for the lengthening years of adulthood and
that it see the 'education of children in this per-
spective of life-long education.

In envisaging a model of education appropriate
to the needs Of changing' societies it is necessary
to see to what extent existing educational structures
and proCesses are inadequate, so that they can be
reshaped, or so that more suitable new structures
can be created. The, present sectioi, sets out some
of the Major sociological and psychological factors
in the situation .and considers their implications
for the design of such a model.

Inadequacies of, present:day system:

The inadequacy of educational opportunities for
adults has been dramatically revealed in the course
of the rapid social changes of the past two decades,
not only in developed countries but also in the de-
veloping countries. In the economic sphere, new

.occupations have been created and old ones have
clis ppeared. In many countries, the proportion
of orkers in agriculture is steadily diminishing,

the proportion in industrial, commercial- and
ervice occupations is increasing. In the political

sphere, the newly independent countries of the
world find their efforts to govern themselves handi-
capped by education systems better fitted to main-
tain the power of governing elites than to provide
their citizens with the education needed for build-
ing new social institutions. In their private lives
people have been overwhelmed by the breakdown
of traditional conceptions of man and his place in
the universe, as new knoWledge shakes the old
certainties. At\the same time: increasing leisure
has opened new possibilities for cultural develop-
ment, but people are largely unprepared for it and
their lives are often spent in unsatisfying activities.

(1) Harold J. Alford, Continuing Education in
Action, p. 1. NeW York, John Wiley & Sons,
1968.
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E (cr.momic needs

Before the current technological revolution, occu-
pations were fewer and more stable, so that learn-
ing them could be based upon the process of absorb-
ing traditional knowledge and skills by apprentice
ship. Even the learned professions that first de-
veloped so much systematized knowledge that they
required extensive formal education, changed only
slowly with the gradual accretion of knowledge and
technique. The bulk of mankind worked in occupa-
tions that required little scientific knowledge and
no formal education. Moreover, those people whose
occupations did require formal education and train-
ing expected to remain in one occupation and in one
social stratum throughout their lives. In conse-
quence, most people received the minimum educa-
tion needed for a lifetime of work in the field in
which they were destined to remain.

In the present era none of these'assumptions
is valid. Changing techniques and increasing know-
ledge require continuous learning in the learned
professions. Their practitioners have, indeed,
always recognized an obligation to keep abreast of
the advances of science and scholarship, and they
are now realizing that the traditional methods of
self-education are inadequate. In the trades, while
some basic techniques have changed very little over
the years, new processes and equipment give birth
to new skills at such a rate that many workers have
to be prepared for three or four phases of occupa-
tional retraining in a lifetime. They need to be
educated for occupational versatility rather than
trained for occupational stability. (1)

Furthermore, social changes in the nature of
employment have educational implications as pro-
found as those of technology. Rigidly stratified
relationships between managers and workers are
inappropriate in modern enterprises, where indus-
trial and commercial processes are so compleX
that smooth functioning can be brought about only
by more co-operative and egalitarian relationships
based on constantly changing knowledge and skill.
This in turn is difficult to achieve when the lower-
level workers in an enterprise have been narrowly
trained for specific skills but have not had a good
general education. (2) In some countries the un-
willingness of 6lites to recognize the need for the
participation of workers in management is handi-
capping their unquestioned efforts for economic
progress.

Political needs

The failure of education systems to provide ade-
quately for the continuing needs of citizens is most
clearly to be seen in those countries that have re-
cently achieved political independence and in which
democratic aspirations are emerging. The- task of
bringing about national integration among diverse
tribal, linguistic, and ethnic groups and of involv-
ing people democratically in the political process
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is essentially the responsibility of the aunits. The
literacy and general education that are fundamental
to the processes of self-government are needed by
the adults of these nations now, yet their resources
are being strained to build up school systems for
children who will not be ready to play their- part
for several years. When most of the adult popu-
lation is uneducated, the danger of perpetuating
an Elitism that runs counter to emerging, aspira-
tions for democratic development is all too obvious.

Personal needs

If each individual is to be better able to see mean-
ing in his personal life in a complex world, a world
whose survival depends upon the ability of people
to transcend time-bound and place-bound national,
ethnic and religious attitudes, certain profound con-
cepts need to become part of the consciousness of
our age. In a simple form, their essence can be
grasped early in life, but their development demands
continuing experience and knowledge. Some of
these basic concepts have been well set out by Paul
Lengrand. They are the concepts of scientific at-
titude, of relativity and of historicity. (3)

Basic to our comprehension of life and the
universe is the spirit of discovery, together with
the realization that current knowledge is always
provisional. Constant reconstruction of experi-
ence is essential to mental growth, and an attitude
of openness to new experience is the basis of this.
The continuing mystery of the universe revealed
by each new discovery shows that current know-
ledge, customs, beliefs and attitudes are all in
some degree relative to the concrete situations
in which men find themselves. An understanding
of this is fundarhental to man's ability to adapt
himself to change, and to his ability to control
change in the conditions of life with some insight
into their effects upon himself. The preceding
concepts culminate in a ...Ant of view from which
the culture of man is itself seen in the perspective
of scientific discovery. Knowledge itself evolves,
along with ways of life and social systems. An
appreciation of such concepts in the fullness of
adult experience is essential to sanity in the world
that is being created through science and technology.
This is, it will be obvious, a post-Englightenment
western view of the world. It accepts the idea
that the world is now being so thoroughly trans-
formed by science and technology that scien-
tific logic is necessary for understanding it.

Torsten Husdn, "Talent, opportunity and career:
a twenty-six year follow-up ", The School
Review (Chicago) 76: 19.0-209, .June 1968.
Torsten flusdn, "Life-long education in the
educative society, " International Review of
Applied Psychology, 17: 87-99.
Paul Lengrand, Unesco Chronicle, 15: 251 -9,
July-August 1969.



There are, of course, other modes of thought. (1)
In pre-industrial societies, people were tra-

ditionally involved with music, art and other mani-
festations of their culture during the course of their
daily work. The industrial-system lat;gely des-
troyed the cultural integrity of dai.itrlife, and only
a favoured few wereable to develop their talents
in the most significant areas of human culture, in
the sciences, the arts, in music, in literature.
The increased productivity of modern indu\stry,
hov,ever, has reopened the possibility of leisure
for all to develop hitherto dormant potentialities.
Yet few societies are devoting more than a small
part of their educational resources to providing
for the cultural needs of their adults.

Untenable assumptions underlying
education systems

The failure of so many nations to respond quickly
to the need for extended adult education has been
exacerbated by the very success of their efforts to
establish systems of education for young people,
and by certain of the basid assumptions on which
such systems were founded at the beginning of the
industrial era in Europe. It is important to examine
these assumptions now, not only because they have
had an inhibiting effect upon adult educationbut also
because their influence is retarding the acceptance
of the concept of life-long education.

The first of these assumptions is that child-
hood is uniquely the time for education. Through-
out the European tradition, under the influence of
which the public education systems of the modern
world have been built, runs the belief that, in the
words of Comenius, a man can most easily be
formed in early youth and cannot be formed prop-
erly except at that age. Even one of the founders
of modern educational psychology; William James,
said that it was difficult for anyone over the age of
25 to acquire new habits and new ideas. Education,
then, was thought to be for children rather than for
adults.

The assumption contains a partial truth. The
conditions of learning and what is learned in early
years do have a marked effect upon subsequent de-
velopment. Yet we know now that the ability to
learn continues with little diminution throughout
the greater part of life, declining only gradually
with advancing age. Furthermore, while there is
a sense in which many complex concepts can be
grasped at a very early age if they are presented
in terms suited to the experience of the person
concerned, (2) the profounder concepts upon which
so much of the adult understanding of life depends
need constant restructuring in the light of mature
experience, and this process in turn requires con-
tinuing education, especially in a changing world.
This principle applies not only to cognitive learn-
ing but also_to the affective field. Attitude., sen-
timents and beliefs can be modified by experience,
though they are more resistant to change in later
years than is cognitive knowledge.

The second assumption is that children should
be taught those things that they will need to know
when they are adults. Again, there is a partial
truth here. There are many basic things that can
be learned in early childhood, that should be
learned then, and that remain permanently valuable.
There are, however, many things needed in adult-
hood that it would be a waste of time and a waste
of life to teach in childhood. Firstly, there are
matters that are so difficult for children to learn
and so irrelevant to their growing needs that hours
and years of their lives could be spent getting such
matters thoroughly learned on the chance that
some day they would be needed. Secondly, there
is knowledge that will inevitably be out-dated in
the world of the future in which the learners will
be adults. (3) Curriculum content of this kind too
often fills a large part of school time when it is
thought that the education in childhood adequately
prepares people for their adult lives. Such a
curriculum not only wastes time; it also inhibits
further learning. Much of the common distaste
for education when schooldays are past can be
attributed to the premature and irrelevant content
of the curriculum of many school systems.

A third assumption is that of the primacy of
school-teaching in the educative process, When
teachers were regarded as the repositories of the
body of knowledge that had to be passed on to the
learners, the teaching aspect of education was
emphasized to the detriment of the learning aspect,
the heuristic or discovery method of learning was
neglected, and mass instruction took precedence
over individualized learning. The vast possibili-
ties of self-education in informal out-of-school
situations were mien neglected, and the schools
and school-teachers were thought of as the majo-,
if not the only, agencies of education in modern
societies. One unfortunate effect of this was 'a
failure to develop the educational potentiality of
other cultural resources, such as libraries,
museums. art galleries and the various places
of work where much of the education of young
people in pre-industrial societies took place by
observation and participation.

But a more fundamental. error is the tendency
of the school to isolate learning from the context
of immediate action(4). When the school is mainly
concerned to prepare children for their future lives,

(1) Carlos Castaneda, The Teachings of Don Juan:
a Yaqui Way of Knowledge, Berkeley, Uni-
versity of California Press, 1968; Peter L.
Berger, The Social Construction of Reality:
a Treatise in the Sociology of Knowledge,
Garden City, N. Y. , Doubleday, 1966.
Jerome Bruner, The Process of Education,
p. 43. Cambridge, Mass. , Harvard Univer-
sity Press, 1960.
Margaret Mead, Culture and Commitment: a
Study of the Generation Gap, Garden City,
N. Y. , Natural History Press, 1970.
Bruner, op. cit.
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it makes for ;1 divorce betv,oen theory and practice
and this leads to the p;tradox that "Youth studies
but cannot act; the adult must act hut has no op-
portunity of study; and we accept the divorce COM'
plackAidy ... -(1) Die desirability of preventing
such a divorce-and maintaining ;iclose relationship
between schooling and .o.ork was pointed out Karl
Marx at iin early stage in the development of Euro-
pean public school systems. (2) Nevertheless, the
divorce occurred, with unfortunate.consequences.

Social stratification and
educational provision

The main educational implications of such assump-
tions were supported by the prevailing view that the
nineteenth-century stratification of society in indus-
trialized Europe would be subject only to a relatively
slow process of change. While some upward mo-
bility of able people was allowed for, this was not
expected to change the basically hierarchical or-
ganization of society. In consequence the working
assumption was that the majority were socially
predetermined to be skilled or semi-skilled man-
ual workers, a much smaller 'number would be
clerks and minor functionaries, while only a very
small dlite would occupy executive, managerial or
professional positions. The schools would have a
selective function as well as an educative function,
and would provide only the elements of knowledge
for the majority, reserving higher learning for the
favoured few. The combined effect of these assump-
tions was to retard the progress of education for
adults and to prevent people from seeing educational
programmes in the perspective of life-long learning.

The widespread failure to appreciate the pro-
found social changes that science, technology, and
the growing aspirations to democracy and national
independence were to bring about in a few decades
kept people from perceiving earlier the limitations
of these assumptions. It was not that the fact of
change was unknown. On the contrary, the early.
industrial era was one in which change was obvious
and people belieVed that the conditions of life were
steadily improving. Public education was believed

. to be one of the prime agents of progress and the
continued expansion of education for children was
one of the marked accomplishments of the Euro-
pean industrializing nations. What was not realized
was the extent to which the rate of change would
accelerate.

Social'change was seen as being gradual and
evolutionary, in spite of the many attempts at pa-
litical revolution. The human deprivation permit-
ted to continue by the slowness of progress was
generally thought_to be preferable to that which
might result from catastrophic speed. It took 50
to 60 years for industrializing countries such as
Germany, [ranee and Japan to establish universal
literacy and to provide an educational ladder up
which a few from the lower classes of society could
climb through secondary schools and universities
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to the highest positi,as of authority and responsi-
bility. This lS :is perceived as being more rapid
progress than had ever before been seen. It ap-
peared to validate the opinion that the key to pro-
gress was the gradual building of ;I nation's edu-
cation system from the bottom, by providing, first,
primary education for all, with n small proportion
of people receiving more extensive education, and
then a gradual expansion of secondary and higher
education. Little attention was given to systema-
tic adult education by the public education authori-
ties of most countries. Adult education was gen-
erally left to voluntary agencies, and the usual
model for educational development by the public
education authorities was that of gradual linear
expansion starting from childhood and working
upwards.

'Social change invalidates
traditional assumptions

'['he falsity of such assumptions was most force-
fully brought to the attention of western thinkers
by the societal developments that led to the First
World War and its aftermath. Dewey had shown
the necessity for continued learning if men were
to attain their full stature; and the need for fa-
cilities to make this continued learning possible
was recognized by some educators. In a far-
sighted analysis of .social change immediately
after the First World War, the Adult Education
Committee of the Ministry of Reconstruction of
the United Kingdom described adult education. as
-a permanent national necessity, an inseparable
aspect of citizenship". It concluded that the op-
portunity for adult education should therefore be
"both universal and life-long". (3)

Nevertheless, in the allocation of national re-
sources for the provision of education, priority
was still given to childhood and adolescence and
to the highly selective area of university educa-
tion. National policies continued to aim at com-
pleting the infrastructure before attempting to
erect much of the superstructure. And again it
should be noted that this had the effect, not only
of leaving the adults With inadequate educational
opportunities, but also of obscuring the fact that
much of the education of children and adolescents
cans based on false premises and needed radical
reform.

(1) Richard W. Livingstone, Education for a World
Adrift, p. 43. Cambridge, The University
Press, 1943.

(2) S. G. Sliapovalenko (ed. ), Polytechnical Edu-
cation in the USSR) Paris, Unesco, 1963.
Ch.-1, "Marxist-Leninist ideas on polytech-
nical education-.

(3) Great Britain, Report of the Ministry of Re-
construction Adult Education Committee)
London, Ills _Majesty's Stationery Office,
1919.



Over the past three decades, the unindustria-
lizeill countries of Latin America, Africa and Asia
have, begun epoch-making efforts to accelerate
their economic, political and social development.
Taking as their model the countries that had entered
the industrial phase earlier, they have seen in public
education one of the major instruments of progress.
However, they have tended to base their efforts on
the invalid assumptions of the century-old school
systems of Europe and on a linear model of expan-.
sion, at the very time when the scientific and tech-
nological explosion had shattered these assumptions
and the population explosion- was. undermining the
possibility that the linear expansion strategy would
have time to succeed.

With the rapidity of change during the second
half of the twentieth century, man's fate is now
seen to depend upon the ability of People who are
adults, or who will shortly be adults, to bring man-
kind under control both in numbers and in quality.
Few of the leaders of the developing nations can
any longer accept the prospect of waiting 50 years
or more to have an adult population that is suffici-
ently well educated to achieve their economic and
political objectives. Dieuzeide has succinctly
stated the position by pointing out that attempts to
meet the demand by linear expansion are financially
illusory and pedagogically outdated, and that the
human and material resources available to educa-
tion will have to be redistributed in more productive
pedagogical patterns. (1) At last; then, the con-
ditions are ripe for a widespread realization of the

need for a new perspective as regards the provision
of education in developing countries. In the more
advanced countries, too, the time is propitious,
for the speed of technological and social change
means that few adults can adequately fulfil their
roles with merely the education they completed a
decade or more earlier.

Of fundamental importance is the conclusion
that what is needed is not merely more adult edu-
cation added on to the existing provision for child-
ren and adolescents but rather a reconstruction of
all the different parts of the whole system. It is
now possible to construct an educational model
built upon the sounder assumption that learning
shoUld be a life-long process, culminatingduring
the years of adulthood rather than ending at its
threshold. Such a model will require radical
changes in the structures, functions, methods and
content of education systems at all levels, and the
implementation of a new model will almost inevit-
ably call for new strategies on the part of admin--
istrators and new approaches to policy-making.
The specifications for such a model can be Usefully
outlined under.the headings of aims Of education,
needed educational provision, the organization of
education, educational technology, administration
and finance.

(1) Henri Dieuzeicle, "Unesco and new techniques
in education'', Prospects in Education (Paris),
1:5-7, 1970.
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Part Il

SPECIFICATIONS F01( A GENERA 1.1XED 'MODEL
OF LIFE-LONG EDUCA'FION

1. FUNDAMENTAL, AIIMSOF EDUCATION

In its broadest terms the aim of educational insti-
tutions, as it should be of all. institutions, is to help
people to live satisfying lives. To realize such an
aim calls for an understanding of the needs of hu-
man beings for personal fulfilment within the vari-
ous circles of the community in which they lead their
lives, and some appreciation of the demands made
upon them by the conditions of life. More specif-
ically, in the modern world, both for modernized
societies and for societies that are in the process
of modernization, it calls for the provision of cer-
tain conditions in the domains of work, social and
political activity, and private life. Vocationally,
effective participation in the modern world requires
versatility in the face of changing working conditions.
Socially, it requires the capacity to understand is-
sues of common concern at all levels of community
and political organization, and to share in the policy-
making process in whatever ways are relevant to the
various circles of community within which every per-
son lives. In private life, it implies opportunities
for achieving the satisfaction of individual physieal,
social, spiritual, intellectual and aesthetic needs.

All-of the aims of education for individual human
beings are applicable, when stated in their mostgeri
eral terms, in childhood and adolescence. Since the
underlying aim of life-long education is to improve
the quality of living, all those main avenues of hu-
man activity and thought and feeling that are relevant
to living at any given stage of a person's life will in
Some way be relevant to his education. The specific
activities that can be carried out by an individual will
differ according to the particular stage of growth he
has reached at any given age. Similarly, at differ-
ent stageS of growth, there will be differences in the
specific knowledge, skills, .appreciations, attitudes,
and beliefs relevant to the particular transformation
of experience that any individual will be carrying out.
At each stage, then, the educational aim will be to
provide for those activities that are conducive to
living a full life, that is, a life whose quality is

continually enriched by the experiential environ-
ment in which it is lived.

This brief document is not the place to make
an extensive examination of the aims appropriate
to each different phase of the educational process.
There is no lack of this in the extensive literature
of educationrn. What is especially pertinent here
is to note some aims that will be especially impor-
tant in the context of life-long education. First,
the education of childhood and adolescence now
needs to aim at producing not educated people but
educable people, people who have both the capacity
and the incentive to continue the& education through-
out their lives.

It will aim at producing people who are able to
choose and control as far as possible their own
course of development and who, therefore, will
need to have a breadth of experience as a basis on
which to make those adult choices of vocation and
life-style that so profoundly influence their subse-
quent lives. It will aim, too, at producing people
who are adaptable in changing circumstances, who
realize the provisional nature of 'knowledge, the ten-
tative nature of decisions, and the need' for constant
evaluation_of the results of their actions. Such peo-
ple need to have the confidence to-try-new things
without undue fear of making mistakes, but with the
wisdom to be willing and able to judge the conse-
quences of their choices and hence to learn from
them.

The aims of education as set out in a highly
generalized form in the preceding paragraphs are
fundamental, in the sense that they largely tran-
scend particular circumstances of time and place
and emphasize the individual human being, the qual-
ity of whose life it is the ultimate purpose of human
institutions to enhance. The maintenance and
improvement of such institutions pose their own
(1) E. g, in W. F. Connell, R. L. Debus,

W. R. Niblett (editors), Readings in the Foun-
dations of Education, Sydney, Ian Novak, 1966.
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educational deni.inds, however, ;Ind these give rise
to educational toms stated in societal terms rather
than in individual terms. They concern such mat-
ters its the provision of adequate mitnpower for the
economic enterprises of ;I community, the inculca-
tion of respect for the laws of a society and for the
duties and rights of citiAtins, the maintenance
national ethnic cultures, the support of existing
political and economic institutions, the defence of

i fl

national sovereignty, and so on. Publications of
[nese° pruv ide a vast body of dti.iiumentation on the
contemporary formulation of societal aims"). At
the general level required for a conceptual model,
both individual and societal aims will be kept in
mind when we consider the kinds of educative ex-
perience to he provided for individuals in the per-
spective of life-long education.
(1) E. g. Unesco, World Survey of Education, Vol. 5.



2. LIFE-LONG DEVELOPMENTAL NEEDS AND EDUCATIONAL, PROGRAMMES

Basic dimensions of life-long education

A comprehensive model for life-long education
needs to start with two basic dimensions: first, the
span of a human lifetime, and second, the range of
human behaviour. Each of these dimensions is a
continuum; but for simplicity in thinking they can be
divided into stages and categories when distinctive
differences are perceptible within them. Different
approaches to such categorizations exist, with dif-
ferent advantages and disadvantages for different
times and situations. In many countries school cur-
ricula are already based on such schemata. All that
is needed here is to point out the importance of de-
veloping these two basic dimensions of a model, and
to give illustrative examples.

With respect to the first dimension, the com-
monly accepted stages of development of infancy,
childhood, adolescence and adulthood, provide a
starting point. Each can be sub - divided, but for
our purposes it will be quite enough to leave the first
three in their usual form. The complexity of the
period of adulthood, however, has been insufficiently
recognized. It is five or six times as long as any
of the others, and can be u efully divided into phases
based on the distinctive de', "opmental tasks of the
different decades(1).

With respect to the second dimension, we may
note that there are 'Various ways in which human ac-
tivities can be categorized for educational purposes.
From the point of view of the psychology of learning, -,

a distinctionis commonly made between cognitive
learning, that is, the acquisition of knowledge and
skill, and affective learning, that is, the acquisition
of attitudes, interests and values(). Such analyses
are valuable at the level of micro-analysis of teach-
ing methods and the learning process. However
when a general organizational model is being out-
lined, a macro-:analysis is more relevant, using
broader societal or cultural categories, such as the
areas of economic, political, scientific, technical,
social, aesthetic and religious activities(3). Such
an analysis will be used for this model.

Stages of development and develop-
mental needs

All aspects of human development are present in
some degree at every stage, but different emphases
occur, and theSe give a certain distinctiveness to
periods of growth. Some of these emphases are
based on individual growth factors, such as the on-
set of puberty, but mainly they depend upon the kind
of society that people grow up in. The complexity
of a society and the level of its economic and tech-
nological advancemement play an important part in
determining the operative stages of individual devel-
opment, especially those following puberty. The
simpler the society the shorter the pre-adultperiod.

Different societies, then, tend to have their own
distinctive phases of development, and their edu-
cation systems need to tyke account of this. For
the purposes of this model we shall take a sequence
that seems likely to be applicable to modern indus-
trial societies and to societies that are entering the
industrial era or are being modified by their con-
tact with the industrial world. There are undoubt-
edly-societies for which the stages outlined here
are not completely valid(4).

Infancy

In infancy the basic control of bodily functions oc-
curs, psychomotor skills required for immediate
self-preservation develop, fundamental language
patterns are acquired, basic perceptions of the ex-
ternal world are built up, social relationships are
established within the family or equivalent human
group, and concepts, attitudes, anci'values come
into being which will long continue to influence the
individual's view of man and society.

Childhood

In the period between infancy and puberty a Wider
socialization of the individual takes place as, With
an increased ability to care for himself, he lives
a large part of his life in the company of his peer
group and of adults other than his parents. Cog-.
nitively, childhood is a period of rapid expansion
of the horizons of the external world, of active and
imaginative play at all- manner of adult occupations,

(1) Robert J. Havighurst, "Changing status and
redes during the adult life cycle: significance
for adult education." In Sociological Backgrounds
of Adult Education, Ed. Hobert W. Burns.
Chicago, Center for the Study of Liberal Edu-
catidn for Adults, 1964.

(2) H. H. Frese, Permanent Education in the Neth-
erlands- Strasbourg: Council for Cultural Co-
operation of the Council of Europe, 1.970.

(3) R. S. Peters, "A recognizable philosophy of
education, a constructive critique", in Perspec-
tives on Plowden, p. 5. London, Routledge
and Kegan Paul, 1969; an example will be found
in Melvin R. Levin and Joseph S. Slavet, Con-
tinuing Education: State program for the
1970's, p.43. Lexington,"Mass.:, D.C. Heath,
1974.

(4) Margaret Mead and Martha Wolfenstein (eds. ),
Childhood in Contemporary Cultures, Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1955; Alfred
KroOer, Anthropology Todaz, Chicago, Uni-
versify of Chicago Press, 1953; Hilda Taba,
"Educational implications in the concept of
culture and personality", Education and Leader-
ship, 15:183-6.
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and socially it is ;1 period when friendships ;ual
group loyalties grow up within the circle of direct
face-to-face social contacts. It is a period when
activities and interests are continually enlarging.

AdolesOence

In adolescence, when physical maturity is being
reached although the tendency in modern societies
is to postpone the adult role for' several ,.,ears, the
search for personal identity and the perception of
the necessity for developing one's own life-style
are distinguishing e ravactenistics. This process
involves the gradual sy:cialization of interests, the
formulation of personal ideals, the intensification
of direct friendship and love among an intimate cir-
cle of people, and the expansion of indirect group
sentiments to include a wider circle of 'community,
a whole nation, humanity in general, or all living
things.

Adulthood

In early adulthood, the period that starts when full-
time employment begins and may be arbitrarily re-
garded as continuing throughout the decade of the
20s, the main tasks are choosing a mate, making
a home, raising children, and finding a satisfying
and permanent vocation. One of the major educa-
tional aims in this period will be to obtain educa-
tional qualifications relating to the search for the
roost suitable employment. Depending upon tire
amount of formal education already completed, mem-
bers of this age-group may require programmes
ranging from functional literacy and occupational
training, through preparation for elementary and
secondary school qualifications, to advanced uni-
versity degrees.

The period of the 30s is the one in which the
major. educational interests relate to vocational im-
provement within the field of employment chosen
earlier or the achievement of social mobility through
vocational retraining and the finding of better em-
ployment, to the improvement of the home and care
of a growing family. Serious participation in com-
munity affairs commonly begins in this period.

Middle adulthood

Middle adulthood, the period of the 40s and the 50s,
sees the consolidation of- the major life roles already
developed. In occupations based. on scientific know-
ledge and technology there will be continuing need of
professional education for workers at the higher lev-
els and for the retraining of employees at lower lev-
els, as new processes are developed. At the same
time, especially among those people who have reached
relatively advanced levels of general education, an
increasing interest is shown in supplementary edu-
cation for the personal cultivation of the arts, music,
literature, philosophy, religion, public affairs, and
many other fields not related to their vocations.
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With the advance of technology, too, the hours and
years of work required from people :it this stage of
life will tend to he steadily reduced, and social and
cultural activities increased. This is a field in
which educational demands may he expected to grow
rapidly in technologically advanced societies.

late adulthood

In late adulthood, the O0s and beyond, we find a ma-
jor concern for the ending -of the working life and
the cultivation of interests that will enhance the
quality of life in the years of retirement and old
age. This is a period for which increasing provi-
sion will be require n t e future as scientific re-
search and improv d medi :al care permit an in-
creasing proportio of people to live many years
after their working lives re over. It is a period,
too, which may begin earlier and earlier, as tech-
nological progress enables working lives to be
shortened.

Sequence of educational.2rogLarnmes

In planning educational programmes for people
throughout their lives certain general considerations
need to be observed. The first is that there-will
be a progression from all-inclusive child care to
almost complete adult autonomy in the educative
process. The young child has to be protected,
and taught all the things necessary for' his self-
peservation and physical well- being until the stage
is . reached when he can look after himself well
enough to move aboitt independently and safely be-
yond the bounds of his home. For several years,
therefore, educational provision for children needs
to be combined with child care.

The amount of time that needs to be devoted by
educational agencies to the child-minding function
will depend upon the extent to which the family or'
other' social groups can carry this responsibility.
This in turn depends upon the kind of society in-
volved.. If the nuclear family is the dominant fam-
ily type but both the father and the mother go to work,
educational and other child-care agencies will need
to provide supervision for the child during the.work-
ing day, and for all the consecutive days of the
working week. Societies will differ greatly in their
child-care needs, and within any given society fam-
ily circumstances similarly will vary greatly.

These two compdnents, education and child-
care, can be considered independently in the organ-
ization of educational provision. The scope and se-
quence of the educative experiences most appropri-
ately provided by schools will determine the min-
imum amount of time that the young person will need
to attend school. This will probably be very much
the same for most children in the earlier years, but
will certainly vary in late adolescence.as some take
up full-time employment and adult responsibilities
earlier than others. On the other hand, the maxi-
mum time needed will vary for different children



depending upon their circumstances. Imlay range
iron' only a Short period daily at school, to full-time
c.'re in a boarding school. The difference between
"fu,l-time schooling" and "part-time schooling" is,
inclee,' a matter of degree. It is inlportant to real-
ize that the distinction is relative, for with the tech-
nological and social changes that are now occurring,
net only vill "part-tinier' education become normal
throughout adulthood, but during. chi ldhood and. ado-
lescence "full-time ". schooling as it is now under-
stood may take on more of a part-time character,
as child-care needs are met in other ways and new
agencies and media share the educational task.

Curriculum sequence

Common to all the various principles that underlie
different approaches to the construction of ctirricula
is the concept of sequence. Several types of sequen-
tial arrangement are in use, ranging from straight-
line progression to a spiralling progressing, and
these need not be elaborated here(1). What
portant to note, in the context of life-long education,
is that a longer time -span can now be envisaged
than was possible when the prevailing view was that,
dttring the childhood years at school, a child should
be taught all that it was important for an adult to
know. It is now possible to consider realiStically
the optimum period of life for including any parti--
cular set of educative experiences in the curriculum.
The premature teaching of material that is beyond
the experience and capacity of the learner can now
be avoided.

Range of educational programmes

Certain general principles can be helpful in con-
sidering the wide range of educative experience
needed during childhood and adolescence. FirsL a
gradual specialization of interests and abilities will
emerge from the all - inclusive provision of the ear-
lier years. Secondly, the educative experience it=
self needs to be of such a nature that it will directly
lead to an improvement in. the quality of life of the
children in their immediate environment. Thirdly,
it should enable them to adjust themselves to Chang-
ing environment's and enlarging circles-of commu-
nity, and to playan active part in improving their
conditions of life.

General and specialized education

The young chil-d's educational programme will need
to include a wide range of activities from which will
develop the more specialized interests and abilities
of later life. The importance of early learning, not
only in the cognitive field but also in the field of so-
cial and emotional growth, is well recognized. The
optimum development of special interests and abili-
ties in later years depends to a large extent upon a
comprehensive programme of earlier activities, for
this helps to ensure a wise choice of specialization,.

and at the same time gives a broader perspective
to the special studies.

Relevance to different environments

The central problem of educational programme
planning for the childhood years and for early ado-
lescence is that of the relevance of the curriculum
to improVing the quality of life in the environment
in which the. young people will live. This is a con-
cern of curriculum planners throughout the world,
and it need not be elaborated here. It will be
enough 'to point to a few of the crucial issues and
difficulties that haVe to be dealt with.

A problem that applies in nearly all countries
today, no matter at what stage of development they
may be, is that of the relationship between the spe-
cial educational needs of elites and the general edu-
cational needs of all. Formal educational provision
in all countries has usually placed most value on the
development of those_ abilities and interests that are
relevant topreStigious occupations and social redes.
In relatively static societies, different educational
provision was often made for different social groups,
and relevance Was less of a problem. In the chang-
ing societies of the twentieth century with their dem-
ocratic aspirations for social mobility, school
systems include children who 2onie from parts
of the social spectrum and who will enter all sec-
tions of society, yet educational provision is often
directed mainly to the needs of various elites.

For those young people who have the ability
and the background needed to benefit from such edu-
cational provision, the school system provides a

the &lite positions of Their society. The
system acts as a selective.mechanism,' not only in
regard to the level of-attainment reached by the mi-
nority of young people, but also in regard to the
kind of educational prografnmes it provides. These
have tended to emphasize, even at the elementary
stage but more especially at the secondary stage,
those activities most relevant to the few. The cen-
tral questions, then,. are these: what educational
provision is needed by all children, and how is this
related to the needs of those, fewer in number,-who
will go on to very high levels'of achievement in spe-
cial. fields. These questions cannot be answered
by merely providing for all children a curriculum
based on the special needs of a minority. The so-
cial cost of providing irrelevant education is too
high.

A further'problern, which is a special fOrm of
the preceding one, is of particular importance in
those developing countries where the great majority
of the population must live by agriculture for many

(1) See for example, R. W. Tyler, Basic Principles
of Curriculum and Instruction, Chicago, Uni-
verSity of ChicagoPress, 1959, and B. 0. Smith,
W. O. Stanley, .1. H. Shores, Fundamentals of
Curriculum Construction New York,sIlarcourt,
13race & World Inc. , 1957.
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more years. Their develonment depends sitnulta-
neously upon two things: first, an improvement of
productivity so that saleable surpluses will enable
them to buy the products of industry, and secondly,
a gradual movement of a proportion of agricultural
workers into the industrial sector of the economy.
The educational implications of this are that rural
education needs to be relevant both to the improve-
rnent of the quality of rural life for the majority of
the people and to the preparation of a smaller but
steadily increasing number of people for non-
agricultural employment, whether in rural or urban
environments. In more specific terms, the tools of
literacy, mathematics and other branches of aca-
demic learning have too often tended to be associated
with urban white-collar employment, and in conse-
quence young people have seen schooling as irrell.
ev ant to their rural lives and useful only to help them
escape to the cities. A way out of this dilemma is
indicated by the success of functional literacy- pro-
grammes, which hav2 shown that the tools of book-
learning can be both' a means of improving agricul-
tural productivity and a preparation for other kinds
of work.

In order to avoid the dangers just.referred'to,
the fbllowing principle of curriculum construction
should be followed. The curriculum should relate
the tools Of learning both to the children's need to

'understand their social and physical environment
in its ever - widening circles outwards from their
immediate community to the whole world, and also
to the community's efforts to improve its conditions
of life, efforts in which the young people should
play an important part. The higher levels of schol-
astic achievement needed by the elites will require
studies that reach levels of generality and abstrac-
tion transcending the concrete realities of the im-
mediate local environment. Such studies, however,
which-occupy an important place in the curriculum
of traditional secondary and higher education, should
arise out of the more directly relevant studieS
needed by all people and should not displace them.

Range of educational programmes
for adults

In any society that has reached a fairly stable phase
in its development, the sequences of educative ex-
perience thought appropriate for its members are
likely to be passed through by the great majority at
similar periods of their lives. Stability, however,
is not the condition of any of the societies of the
twentieth century, whether developed or relatively
Underdeveloped, and in all present-day societies,
there are large numbers of adults, both young and
old, who have not completed an appropriate sequence
of educational experience, appropriate to the chang-
ing conditionS of life in which they find theniselves.
There are those who have not yet attained the barest

'minimum- of literacy, who have never attended a
school- or who have attended for a feW years only and,
failing to continue, have lost what little formal
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learning they hact. There ore thdse who dropped
out of school at var ous points, and those who were.
denied access to s( hooling at various levels be-
cause of a lack of facilities or because of selective
restrictions on admission.

The most common reason for this situation in
developing societies is that rapid social change re-
quires the provision of new forms and new levels
of education that cannot be provided fast enough to
reach all people. This is especially true if the
premise on which provision is based is that child-
hood is.the time for education; for then school sys-
tems try to provide an education that \yin be effec-
tive a decade later, and. ignore the mass of adults
who are.the ones immediately facing the changes
in their society. Even in more slowly changing so-
cieties, a similar situation is faced by upwardly
mobile adults from the lower occupational strata
who left the school system at points deemed appro-
priate for their occupational level but who now seek
to upgrade their education and their occupational
training. They will represent a wide range of edu-
cational levels.

. Moreover, individual differences in the speed
of learning cause even those people who have passed
through a school system to reach different levels of
development, and their continuing education' must
recognize that they will recommence from different
starting points.

A practical consequence of the wide range of
educational levels that will be foundamong the
adults of any modern society is this: simultaneous .

proviSion,_must be made. for them -at almost all
points in die-sequential developthent of the curric-
ulum from initial literacy to the highest levels of
learning. In the past there has been a tendency to
regard such variations in educational- level among
adults as final, and little provision has been made
by which the interrupted sequences could be recom-
menced. One of the basic principles that will need
to be applied in the organization of life-long educa-
tion is that people should be able to re-enter the
educational system at the appropriate point at any
time in their lives.

Most countries have a need for some degree of
educational provision at all points in the range.
Even in the most highly-developed countries, for
example, there will be sorhe adult illiterates, people
who may have been to school as children but failed
to learn, or immigrants who have had no schooling.
At the other extreme, even in the least developed
countries there will be people in the technologically
advanced occupations who will require opportunities
for continuing education at a high level. The amount
of each kind of provision needed, and its urgency;
will vary from country to country, however, and
detailed quantitative estimates are needed when a
generalized model is being elaborated into a spe-
cific operational plan.

For young adults, froin the age when they are
ready for full -time employment until the beginning
of their thirties, the following kinds of programmes



will be especially rel evant: general education,
ranging front fun tituutI literacy and basic general
education to elementary and secondary school equiv-
alency programmes leading up to higher education;
vocational education, ranging from basic on-the-job
skill training in all'kinds of occupations with low-
level skill entry to upgrading programmes aimed at
preparing workers for more skilled work; hon16-
centred education, ranging front basic nutrition and
child care to household budgeting and Monte finance;
citizenship education, as the adults get seriously in-
volved in the economic and political affairs of the
community.

In the next period of ac:ulthood,, the thirties,
vocational education remains prominent and will
require programmes for the upgrading of skills in
all fields of work to keep up with technological ad-
vances. Vocational retraining is likely to be in-
creasingly emphasiz,-fd as new occupations replace
the older ones.

In the middle years of adulthood,' the forties
and the fifties, with increasing health and longevity,
and shorter working hours, more and-more people
will want to improve the quality of their per6onal
lives through avocational activities. For these a
comprehensive programme of cultural educatiOn
will be needed. The importance of programmes
for older adults preparing for retirement will un-
doubtedly increase steadily.

To some extent all of the above needs occur at
every age. The stages indicate changing emphases
in adult interests that are likely to affect the distri-
bution of enrolmecit in various prograMmes.

Functional literacy

Unesco has long seen the abolition of adult illiteracy
as the world's major educational task. For the full
development of the man, the worker and the citizen
in the modern world, literacy is the fOundation. In
spite of the progress of elementary education, how,.
ever, the number of illiterate adults is increasing,
owing to the population explosion and the current in-
ability of many school systems to expand rapidly
enough and to teach their students effectively. Ex-
pansion of the elementary education systems of the
developing world might achieve the goal in a half
cantury, but developing countries in the modern
world cannot afford to wait so long for their people
to attain the level of education required for a sus-
wined economic and social development(1). 'Devel-
opment is needed now, and it is the work of adults.
Adult literacy programmes are still the major pri-
ority in any scheme of life-long education for the
developing countries.

Many past attempts to abolish illiteracy have
failed, not because of the difficulties of teaching
adults but through an inability to maintain motiva-
tion by showing the relevance of literacy to life, to
provide a continuing flow of suitable reading mate-
rials, and to develop a Iterate ambiance. The con-
cept of functional literacy seems to offer-the greatest

hope for rapid success('). This concept imp'ie.3
that literacy teaching is integrated into projects
for the social and economic development of a com-
munity. The importance of the development pro-
jects brings motivation, and the clear perception
of the relevance of literacy as a technique essential
to the development process ensures that literacy is
meaningful. In the fornmtation of programmes, the
developing countries will be able to benefit from
Unesco' s intensive Experimental World Literacy
l'rograntme which in 1969 launched pilot projects
aimed'at evaluating the relationship between func-
tional literacy and economic and social develop-
went at incorporating the functional concept into
national literacy programmes, and at introducing
pedagogical, methodological and technical innova-
tions into the educative process(3).
Elementary and secondary education
for adults
Beyond the level of literacy normally achieved by
children in four or five years of elementary school-
ing, an increasing number of citizens in all coun-
tries need higher attainments. In developed coun-
tries the minimum standard for successful function-
ing is now generally regarded as that which is
reached by children, on the average, in eight or
nine years; and ten to twelve years of schooling
are increasingly required for a wide range of oc-
cupations. Again, the individual and social cost of
waiting for a gradual increase in the proportion
of educated adults emerging from the regular
school systems is too .high for either developed
or underdeveloped -countries to tolerate. Exten-
sive programmes are needed to permit adults
with the minimal attainment Of literacy to reach
higher levels and to gain whatever qualifications
they need, either for their immediate use or to
give them access to institutions of higher educa-
tion or higher ocational training.

---l-t-should-be---emphaSized_that_this do esnot mean__
that adults should follow the same course of school-
ing as is provided for children, even when the aim
is to give them equivalent qualifications. In learn-
ing the fundamental skills of literacy, for example,
the content of their reading will be designed for
adults, not for children, and they will learn much
more quickly. This applies at the-higher levels of
elementary and secondary education .also. The na-
ture and the length of adult programmes must be
determined by the needs and abilities of adults. In
particular;' great care should be taken to ensure
that the educational requirements for access to
higher education or to specialized vocations are
really-valid, and are not arbitrary and unrelated
to the real needs.
(1) World Conference of Ministers of Education on

the Eradication of Illiteracy, Teheran 1965.
Report, Paris, Unesco.

(2) Bulletin of the Unesco RegionalOffice for Edu-
cation in Asia. 5:10, March 1971.

(3) Unesco, Literacy Newsletter, 1971.
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On-the-job training

Basic on-the- job training in some form or another
is needed in all occupations. Schools can provide
general knowledge and skills for many occupations,
but the specific processes to be carried out in a
particular occupation call for speCific training. Es-
pecially in those occupations subject to rapid tech-
nological advances and in which innovations in meth-
ods and equipment occur constantly, systematic
training programmes are required, not only to pro-
vide recruits with basic skills but also to improve
the skill of employees at all levels.

The skills of management and supervision are
especially important in the improvement of produc-
tivity, and these too need to be systematically devel-
oped. In the rural areas of developing countries
especially, small industries are of great importance,
and the need to improve the education and skills of
workers in these industries is very great. Again,
not only technical skills are needed, but also the
qualities of mind that will enable the manager and
supervisor of small enterprises to adopt innovative
practices to improve the efficiency of work.

The upgrading_of occupations

In times of rapid technological advancement the
need for people capable of carrying out new forms
of work is urgent. It can most expeditiously be met
by on-the-job training of adults. All vocational
fields can be involved, from the trades and indus-
trial occupations to the .service and professional oc-
cupations. From repetitive machine work to high -
level .scientific and technological activity there is
a wide range of intetunediate occupations. What is
needed is a flexible system by which adults can en-
ter a particular field at various points in the range
of skills, and have access to appropriate training
programmes. For example, widespread expansion
in educational provision or in community medical
services could be achieved in many countries by a
rational reallocation of functions and responsibili-
ties which.would allow'much of the work to be done
by relatively unskilled recruits. Basic on-the-job
training for such work needs to be carefully inte-
grated into a comprehensive programme that en-
ables prOmising workers to develop higher skills
and accept wider responsibilities.

On-the-job training in agricultural and pastoral.
occupations and in home industries in those coun-
tries where a large proportion of the population
lives by subsistence farming; -;is a field in which
much improvement is needed in order to increase
productivity. One of the great .educational chal-
lenges of the developing countries is t6 devise

Refresher training \

In all occupations neW knowledge is changing tech-
nology,-and even in those for which adequate pre-
service training progi\ammes exist it can no longer
be assumed that the formal qualifications for entry
are a guarantee that life-long competence has been
achieved. The learned professions have always
recognized that their members must keep up with
scientific advances, and their own organizations
have devised .methods of continuing educatien(1).
This need has intensified in recent years and has
spread to all occupations. It has been estimated
that half of the scientific knowledge basic to mod-
ern professional work is being revised every dec-
lide(2'), and the implications of this are that basic
professional qualifications will soon be regarded
asmerely the beginning of life-long post-graduate
education in many fields.

Occupational retraining

With the, advance of technology many occupations
change profoundly as regards their importance to
the economy. The proportion of agricultural wor-
kers and of unskilled and semi-skilled industrial
workers tends to decrease steadily, and in some
cases this decrease is so rapid that large-scale
unemployment is caused'among mature workers.
To cope with the problems of such technological
unemployment, systematic provision for retrain-
ing is required, based upon the changing demand
for skills. The continuing need for such provision
is made clear by the current estimate that workers
now entering most sectors of the labour force of in-
dustrialized or industrializing countries may have
to learn a new skill three or four times in their work-.
ing lives(3). There is, moreover, no doubt that
adults can learn new skills satisfactorily(4).

Home- centred education for adults

methods by which scientific advances can be brought /
to the fields and the rural homes and applied in the/
basic training of new workers.
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Scientific knowledge applied to home-making is
capable of dramatically enhancing the quality of
living. The young home= makers are the ones who
have the motivation and the opportunity to use such
knowledge in the field of nutrition, from careful
marketing to proper food preparation, in the field

/(1) Cyril 0. Houle, ."Continued professional edu-
cation". Ch. 3 of F. W. Jessup, (ed. ), Life-
long Learning, Oxford, Pergamon Press,
1969.

(2) Torsten lius6n, "Lifelong learning in the-edu-
cative society", International Review of Applied
Psychology, 17: 87-99.

(3) E. Neymark, Selektiv rorlighet (Selective mo-
bility), Stockholm: Administrative radet, 1961.

(4) Eunice and R. M. Balbin, "New careers in mid-
dle age", a paper presented at the Sev&ith In-
ternational Congress of Gerontology, Vienna,
June-July 1966.



of child-care, from the provision of proper physical
care to fostering emotional health and stimulating
intellectual development, in the field of house build-
ing or improvement or of home financing, in the
field of budgeting the family's finances, and so on.
Provision for the needs of young adults in these and
many other areas is one of the major sectors of a
scheme of life-long education.

Citizenship_education

The more mature adults, in their increasing in-
volvement in the management of community affairs
at the local and national level, will have to develop
their understanding of political, economic, juridical
and other social issues. The educational provision

required ranges from sources of information of
a sociological, historical and philosophical na-
ture to-opportunities to acquire skills of discussion
and decision-making related to community activities.

Culture education for adults

Adults in their _middle. years develop an increasing
interest in, and need for, leisure-time activities of
a cultural nature. With greater economic security,
shorter working hours and longer, healthier lives,
the opportunity for enhanced cultural life will be-
come available to more and more people. Making
appropriate educational provision for continued cul-
tural development will become one of the most im-
portant functions of society in the future.
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TIIE ORGANIZ A TION OF EIN'CATIONA I. PROVISION

in its broadest sense, the purpose of educational
organization for life-long learning is to give every
individual, irrespective of age, place of residence,
economic and social circumstances, and race or
ethnit.\ group, access to facilities that will ensure
his continuing development.

The conditions of social change during the nine-
teenth century in the industrializing countries of Eu-
rope led to the creation of public elementary and sec-
ondary school systems for the masses, and the con-
cept of "schooling" became almost synonymous with-
that of "education". In consequence, it was a com-
mon assumption that the creation of an educated so
ciety depends on the expansion of school systems
conceived in the nineteenth-century manner. The
vast changes in the media of communication of the
post-industrial era, however, have re- emphasized
the educative potentialities of many other social
agencies besides the regular school systems, and
in the ceilte-.\--t-of life-long education the contribution
of all of the educa'tiVe agencies of society should be
assessed. Such an assessment would take into ac-
count the aims of education for different periods of
life, and the appropriateness of various types of edu-
cational agencies at the different periods.

The educative society

The social environment itself is educative, through
its varied manifestations, ranging from informal
contacts to structured institutions and agencies cre-
ated for specific objectives: The purpose of society
itself is to improve the quality of human living, and
today, more deliberately than ever before, conscious
efforts are being made to judge the value of all in-
stitutions by their effect on the quality of life.

The concept of the educative society parallels
that of life-long education. In some way or other
every individual, at any stage of his life, is affected
by the society in which he lives. However, at some
periods of life certain social agencies are more im-
portant than Others. For example, the school is
more important in the life of a child than the trades
union or professional association that may be a
powerful, factor in the continuing education of the
adult worker. In organizing the educative facilities
of a society for life-long learning; then, the poten-
tiality of all agenries must be taken into account, as
well as their particular relevance at the various
stages of development of members of that society.

Associations and facilities

The variety of educative agencies in a complex so-
ciety makes it necessary to adopt some classifica=
tory system in order to simplify the process of ana-
lysing the organizational problems and possibilities.
The first distinction to be made is between "associ -
ations" of people for specific purposes, and mate-
rial "facilities" created for specific purposes. This
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distinction is important, especially because linguis-
tic usage often leads to an identification between the
two. For example, the words "school", "church",
"academy", may be used to mean either the associa-
tion of people joined together for a certain purpose
or the buildings and other facilities used by them for
that purpose. Sometimes the common use of a word
to refer only to the facility obscures the fact of the
human association behind it. For example, words
like museum, art gallery, factory, library, may
need to be complemented by.terms such as "museum
association", "industrial enterprise'', to make it
clear that there is a human association behind '.lie
material facility.

The next distinction is between those associa-
tions and facilities that are created specifically to
provide educative environments, and those that have
other primary functions. In the first category would
come schools. churches, museums, libraries and
research laboratories. In the second would be com-
mercial and industrial enterprises, the apparatus
of government, political organization, trades unions
and professional associations, and sports clubs.
Participation in any human enterprise can be edu-
Cative, of course; the distinction here is between
thoSe that are specifically designed for educational
purposes and those- that have other primary pur-
poses. The second kind of association often pro-
vides educational facilities and carries out educa-
tional programmes, but these are secondary to its
main functions. The first kind of association, on
the other hand, often pro; ides for activities that are
not primarily educational, but such activities are
peripheral to its main purpose.

Schools

A further distinction can be drawn between associ-
ations and facilities that are mainly concerned with
the systematic provision of teaching, of controlled
and guided learning, and those that, like libraries
and museums, simply provide an environment in
which learning may take place. Agenciesspecifi-
cally established for. the provision of controlled
learning are usually termed "schools", whatever
kind of association establishes them; whatever sub-
jects are taught, and for whatever age group they
may be intended. Many kind's of associations - for
example, churches and industrial enterprises - may
organize and maintain schools, whether or not this
its the prime function of the particular association.

Formal education systems

It is usual to distinguish further between the formal
education system of a nation and a wide variety of
peripheral schools and other educative agencies.
The.formal education system is usually defined as
comprising those schools maintained and controlled
by specifically educational associations, whether



piddle or 1,1.1% iite, which between them provide a co-
ordinated progression of teaching and learning ex-
periences, of instruction and studies, conducted by
qualified untinhers of a teaching profession, andpre-
partng their students to receive a sequence of certi-
fied qualifications for further education or for the
practice of occupations requiring accepted levels of
kno..% ledge ;out skill. Commonly, the sequence of
elementary and secondary schools, vocational
schools and institutions of higher learning, such as
the universities, has been thought of as comprising
the formal education system. The concept of life -
burg education, however, requires us to recognize
the complementary functions of all educational agen-
cies as part of a total system, co-ordinated both
ertic:illy and horizontally.

Ti.is entails assessing the contribution being
E. -le by schools outside the formal school system,
and by other educative agencies and media that can
Mirdly be termed schools. It also entails a consid-
eration of the functions of alternative and even c0111-
peting agencies which arise when people are not sat-
isfied with the education provided by the formal
school systeln.

While both formal and non- formal agencies must
la, included in a comprehensive model, they do ImvP
distinctive functions. The formal school system is
specifically designed to provide a continuous, inte-
grated sequence of education leading from infancy to
adulthood. ilecause of the complex organization re-
quired for carrying out this responsibility, the for-
mal system provides the must powerful machinery

bringing about a closer relationship between it-
;Ind :ill the other educative agencies of society.
The very power of formal school systems, how-

eve: presents a serious problem. They can be
mito: and stultifying, discouraging deviations from
ac, eplc,1 practice and obstructing innovation. They
hi,ve heer subject to much criticism recently on such
;rounds' 1 ). Nevertheless they exist, and their vast
resources in teachers and facilities cannot be wished
out of existence. The realistic policy is to make
rise of their strengths and to reform them in the
process. A powerful means of reform will be the
very process of co-ordinating the formal system
with the valuable complementary activities of alter-
native schools and informal agencies, provided that
the distinctive ..(Iticative contribution that these can
!nuke is recognized and their proper areas of auto-
nomy and independence are respected. The flexi-
bility of the education system of the Irnited Kingdom,
far example, and the complementary rOles of public
and private school systems in several countries,
show that such a policy is practicable(').

Transition from formal to non-
formal agencies

The nature of the relationship between the formal
school system and non-formal agencies will vary at
different points in the life cycle, and there are cer-
tain general considerations that can be used as

guidelines when such relationships are being brought
about. In the first place, during the course of a
lifetime there will be a gradual transition from the
earlier years, during which the formal school sys-
tem will carry most of the responsibility for the
child's education, to the later' years when the adult
will be himself responsible for continuing his edu-
cation nd will do this mainly through the various
non-formal agencies and media. It will be one of
the important functions of the, schools, in the con-
text of life- long education, to provide such guidance
as will enable young people to learn how best to use
the resources of the community to further their own
development.

in the early stages, the formal schools should
themselves be idealized epitomes of the society in
which they are situated. They should have their own
miniature versions of the main non-formal educa-
tive resources of the community, such as libraries,
museums, art collections, music collections, work-
shops, and so on. At a later stage their students
should progressively be taken out of the confines of
the school to learn how to use the community's
wider resources, which should then be increasingly
used by the students for their self-education. Close
co-operation is needed between the staffs of the
schools and the staffs of all the cultural agencies
of the community. In the vocational sphere in par-
ticular, the major part of education and training
should take place in close association with the pro-
ductive enterprises and service organizations of
society.

Differentiation of interests
and abilities

-.-

A transition will also take place from the earlier
phases of schooling which attempt to provide
broad education that opens up to the child all tire
main cultural riches of mankind, to the later phases
in which emphasis is placed upon areas of experi-
ence that correspond to the growth of individual in-
terests and abilities and to fields of vocational spe-
cialization. As this differentiation intensifies in
adulthood, the agencies of formal schooling will be
increasingly concerned with advanced vocational
education and training, vwhile the continued general
education of the adult will tend to increasingly
within the sphere of the non-formal cult,. al facili-
ties and the media of mass communication.

(I) Ivan Mich, Deschooling Society, New York,
Harper and Row, 1971; Everett Reimer, An
Essay on Alternatives in Education, Cuernavaca,
Center for Intercultural Documentation, 1971.

(2) England, Central Advisory Council for Educa-
tion, Children and their Prinialy Schools,
London, tier Majesty's Stationery Office, 1967
(2 vols. ); Charles E. Silberman, Crisis in the
C'lassroom1 New York, Random Rouse, 1970.
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From full-time t2 _yart-time
schooling

Parallel with the gradual change in emphasis from
schools to the non - formal agencies, there will be a
transition from the period of full-time schooling to
the period of full-time employment. Schociling and
work have been sharply separated in the past cen-
tury of public education: childhood was the time for
school, adulthood the time for work. In the new per-
spective, this sharp separation is being abolished.
During the later years of formal schooling a prac-
tical induction into the world of work is desirable,
and a continuation of some formal schooling and
much non-formal education /hiring the working life
is a necessity. flow to achieve this transition in
practice is one of the major problems of vocational
education.

General and vocational education

In industrialized societies it is now generally rec-
ognized that workers need great adaptability and a
capacity to learn new principles and procedures.
Essential to the development of such qualities is a
general education on which specific vocational skills
can be based. As an indication of the minimum lev-
els of educational attainment on which specific skills
can satisfactorily be based, we may note the follow-
ing commonly used guidelines(1): for semi-skilled
and skilled work, the level normally reached by
children after five or six years of elementary edu-
cation; for supervisory personnel, the equivalent of
three years of junior secondary education; for .ech-
nicians, the equivalent of three or four years of, se-
nior secondary education; and for professional per-
sonnel, four to six years of higher education. Again,
it should be pointed out that adults will take a
shorter time than children, and will need different
programmes.

Along with the general education that is intended
to develop those areas of knowledge and skill, those
attitudes and values, and dose forms of social be-
haviour needed by all people, vocational education
will be an increasingly important component of school-
ing. Vocational education will comprise the devel-
opment of knowledge, skills, attitudes, and habits
that are of general application within broadly defined
vocational fields.

Vocational education and vocational
training

The final component in the preparation of workers
will be specific training in the particular skills and
areas of knowledge required for specific vocations.
It is generally agreed that vocational education is
best carried out in the formal school system, while
specific vocational training is best carried out in the
places of work themselves. Schools can provide a
diversity of vocationally oriented courses, which
will not only enable students to choose their specific
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vocations wisely, but also teach them to be flexible
and to adapt themselves to various specialisms
within a general field of occupation.

Specific training for specific vocations, how-
ever, is best undertaken within the enterprises
themselves, whether these are factories, workshops,
offices, hospitals, schools, shops or farms. Nei-
ther general schools nor vocational schools can
have the range of equipment used in the many vo-
cations of the modern world. Nor can they keep
up with the rapidly changing processes and pro-
cedures brought about by technological innovation.
They cannot be expected to duplicate the factory
or the farm, the hospital or the office, in their
workshops, laboratories or classrooms. Nor can
the schools provide the same motivation as can the
environment of work. The workplaces themselves,
therefore, need to develop facilities for the system-
atic specific training of their new workers in the
most advanced technologies in use. The training
methods will be varied. They will range from on-
the-job training by skilled instructors to training
provided in srecial educational facilities (schools)
within the er

The integration of culture and
vocation

ideally, these three components of education - gen-
eral .ducation, vocational education and vocational
training - should proceed together at the appropriate
period of the young person's life. If they are sep-
arated in the old way, by having the young person
complete his general education first and then pro-
ceed to specific training, the following difficulties
arise. On the one hand, the content of general ed-
ucation may then appear irrelevant to the adoles-
cent, who is strongly motivated to begin his voca-
tional preparation and enter the adult world of work,
and it may encourage bookishness and an over-
valuation of the white-collar occupations. On the
other hand, specific vocational training undertaken
at work after formal general education has been
completed, may be top narrowly specialized and
inhibit the growth of the adaptability that changing
technology requires. A crucial problem of voca-
tional preparation, then, is how to integrate the
three components in the development of young
people.

Such an integration of the cultural and the voca-
tional will be an essential part of the model for the
organization of life-long education. It will be
achieved by linking together the formal and non-
formal agencies of educatior.in such a way that they
can act together with a consistency of purpose from
the earlier phases of full-time schooling, through
the later period when school time diminishes and
(3) United Nations Economic and Social Council,

Training for National Technical Personnel for
Accelerated Industrialization of Developing
Countries, New York, United Nations, 1964.



titne at work increases, and during the whole period
of the working life. To wake such an integration
in practice will call for an itnaginative and flexible
use of the resources of school and workplace and
the wider corninunity. It will require a radii

reorganization of many of the existing relationships
between the school system and the other sectors
of society. Especially it require the ending
of the usual separation hetween school and work.
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1. EIWCATIONA TECHNOLOGY FOR 1.IEE-LONG LEARNING

Educational technology, in its widest sense, includes
all the organizational arrangements, methods,
materials, equipment, facilities and so on, used in
education. It includes the media of communication,
teaching techniqUes, instructional and learning aids,
the annual school calendar and the daily time- table,
methods of class grouping, the promotion of stu-
dents and their certification, the prescribed curri-
culum, and in short all the means used in the edu-
cative process. It is not necessary in this paper to
make a comprehensive statement about the use of
educational technology, but it is appropriate to con-
side some implications for educational technology,
in vela Hun to the concept of life- long education, and
some implications of new methods and media for life-
long education.

The new perspective

Of basic importance in considering technology is the
rejection of a fundamental assumption of earlier
times that clldren had to be taught what they would
.need to know as adults in a static and predictable
society. With the new assumptions that opportuni-
ties for education will be available throughout a per-
son' s lifetime and that societies are constantly
changing, what is most important is learning how to
meet constantly changing conditions, learning how
to find out what is relevant to new situations, in
short, .learning how to learn. This perspective has
important implications both for the content and for
the methods of education.

The content and methods of education

Schools are at last able to resolve a dilemma into
which the earlier assumptions had forced them,
namely, how to provide the learner with educative
experience that will be relevant to his immediate
growth needs and at the same time will prepare him
effectively for the future. In the perSpective of life-
long ehication it will become possible to implement
the principle that relevant learning is a process by
which the learner changes himself by continually re-
constructing his experience. As far as the content
of education is concerned, this means that the schools
can fully use the learner's natural craving to develop
his maturing interests, skills and knowledge by con-
stantly exploring his own inner and outer worlds.
They no longer need to feel that they have to impose
on the learner a curriculum considered relevant to
the future rather than to the present. As far as tine
techniques of teaching and learning are concerned,
this means that the schools can make more use of
heuristic methods of inquiry and minimize the did-
actism that has too often brought about a revulsion
against schooling.

A common misinterpretation of the new principle
should be avoided. it is often said that the important
thing is not what is learned but how it is learned, that
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the fundamental skills are more important than the
knowledge and attitudes learned through their exer-
cise, in essence that the form is more important
than the content. This can lead to the practice of
using any content, however trivial and meaningless,
as a means of teaching the fundamental skills. It
can lead to a dull routine which in no way illuminates
the learner's immediate life. On the other hand,
correctly interpreted, the principle will enable the
learner to learn what he needs for his development
when he needs to learn it, by methods appropriate
to his level of development. The educational ques-
tions of when is the best time for people to learn
certain things and what are the most suitable meth-
ods for learning them can be more rationally an-
swered in the perspective of life-long education
than in a foreshortened view of childhood education.
Roth the appropriate content and the form of learn-
ing can be more readily provided and more satis-
factorily integrated in the perspective of life-long
education.

A detailed consideration of the content of edu-
cation goes beyond the scope of a general model. It
is ough to point out here that the formal curric-
ulua is universally determined by certain essential
elements in human culture that are transmitted by
societies to their growing members. The arts, sci-
ence, technology, history, literature, philosophy
and religions of societies have always been the
staple Subjects of the curriculum of educational
agencies. Such subjects embody human experience,
and they play the dual role of developing the indi-
vidual through the transformation of his experience
and of transmitting the culture of a society(1).

Many organizational practices of schooling
have educative effects, and have for this reason
sometimes been termed "the hidden curriculum".
For example, we have the daily routine of adhering
to a time-table, of sitting in classrooms under the
control of a-teacher, and of following certain rules .

of procedure, the exercise of discipline by the tea-
chers, the arrangement of children into age groups,
the evaluation of the progress of the children, the
examination system, and so on. Certain aspects
of such practices have long been criticized and yet
have persisted in many school systems. Now, how-
ever, in the perspective of life-long education, they
have a greater chance of being reformed, for the
assumptions on which many of them rest can be
seen to be n9 longer valid.

Continuous learning versus grade
promotion

An outstanding example is the grade-promotion sys-
tem, with its concomitant proportion of annual fail-
ure, repetition and drop-out. The rigid application

(1) John Dewey, Lectures in the Philosophy of
Education, 1899, (Ed. Reginald Arc hambault. )
New York, Random House, 1966.



of grade-promotion systems, in which the children
in a given class are expected to learn the sant
things at the same rate and are either promoted to
the next class or made to repeat the year's work,
can now he seen to have been based largely upon
the assumption that the school should he a selection
and rejection mechanism for channelling people to
different levels of a predetermined vocational and
social hierarchy. The new perspective will enable
the school systems more readily to adopt more
flexible methods, substituting continuous learning
for grade-promotion, allowing individuals to pro-
gress at their own learning rates, with neither
failure nor repetition of classes in the earlier sense
of these terms. Of great importance to developing
countries is the fact that the concept of continuous
learning opens the way for much more flexible ap-
proaches to the problem of providing for a wide
range of ages in chi Wren in small schools in sparsely
populated rural areas. Moreover, it will enable
school systems to abandon the idea that a person's
access to further educational opportunities must he
terminated if he fails to reach certain predetermined
levels of attainment at certain predetermined points
in the course of formal schooling.

Certification

The concept of continuous learning does not require
abandonment of the practice of certifying that the
learner has attained certain specified levels of com-
petence that either enable him to continue to higher
educational levels or permit him to practise some
particular vocation. It does, however, call for the
abandonment of many arbitrary requirements re-
stricting the age or stage of .the learner's life at
which a particular specification must he met, and
restricting the educational channels that can be fol-
lowed to earn a particular qualification. Such re-
quirements in the past have..often prematurely closed
the doors of educational establishments to people who
for one reason. or another have not been able to meet
hero.

In the perspective of life- long education, adult-
hood NVUI undoubtedly heroine the longest and tile
most important period for learning. It will become
increasingly important, therefore, to develop content
and methods of education that are appropriate to the
needs of adult learners. Pragmatic, problem-
oriented adults, leading their own lives, cannot he
treated like dependent children. Even when adults
are learning the basic skills of literacy that seven-
or eight-year-old children are learning, they will
need different materials, content and methods,
suited to their more mature capacities and their
deeper experience of life. The concept of functional
literacy, which is so significant in its emphasis
upon the experience and needs of the adult learner,
can well be used, by analogy, to indicate ways in
which all education fort adults should be functional.

The same principle also applies to the cer-
tification of the educational levels reached by

adults. It may he necessary for adult students to
he awarded certificates testifying to their educa-
tional attainments at important points in their i:ZI7
peers, such as the completion of basic education
or secondary education, or the passing of exami-
nations that give access to specialized types of
higher education, Such certificates will be equiv-
alent to those gained by young people in the coarse
of their regular schooling. It will often he neces-
sary, however, to modify both the content and the
methods of examination or assessment in such a
way as to make them suitable for adults.

Towards self-education

One of the principles underlying the planning of life-
long education is that the growing person will be-
come increasingly able to determine his own course
of development through a process of self- education.
Implicit in this principle is the conclusion, that
formal. schooling will gradually occupy a less im-
portant place in a person's life than independent
!earning, as the adult makes use of the non-formal
agencies of education to be found in modern com-
munities. These agencies may be facilities, such
as libraries, museums, theatres, concert halls,
factories and other workplaces. They may be new
types of equipment, such as teaching machines,
computerized data retrieval systems, language
laboratories, tape recorders, or programmed text-
books. They may be the media of mass communi-
cation, such as the newspapers, the radio or the
television. Whatever educational agencies exist in
the community, it is important that during the
course of formal schooling, young people should he
encouraged to make increasing use of these re-
souces for learning and steadily lead towards in-
dependence in their self-education.

Such a conclusion has implications both for
school systems and for non-formal agencies of
education, in the first place, the schools need to
find the,most effective ways of introducling children
to the uoc of community facilities and the media.
This requires a study of the contributions different
agencies and media can make and the conditions
under which they can be most effective at each stage
of education in a given community. All too often
schools have made ineffective use of new media by
merely trying to superimpose them upon their ex-
isting programmes and methods instead of integrat-
ing them into new learning systems specifically de-
signed to make the most of the new potentialities(1).
tile most fruitful introduction of new resources into
a school system, however, will almost certainly
require a reorganization of the existing technology.

In the second place, the non-formal agencies
themselves need to be made aware of their potential
role in life-long education, and should be given
(1) W. Schramm et al. , The New Media: Memo to

Educational Planners, Paris, Unesco Interna-
tional Institute for Educational Planning, 1987.
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responsibility for milking a sustained and continuing
educational contribution to the life-long development
of the nictilibers of their communities. Again, this
requires a study of the appropriate contributions that
the different agencies are capable of tanking, and the
\vay they can most effectively \volt': with the formal
school sys tent. Ptoth iii d:inning the tutia re of their

3.2

programmes and in designing their facilities, many
independent agencies of non-formal education should
consider IlOW they can best co-operate with the
schools in the education of children and young peo-
ple, and how they can best provide resources for
systematic learning by adults.



5. Ti E ADMINISTRATION OF

Vertical and horizontal co-ordination

The systematic organization of programmes and
facilities for life-long education will not only pre-
sent greater opportunities but will also involve
greater difficulties in policy-making and operation
than have any of the.more narrowly conceived and
only partially co-ordinated education systems of the
past. It envisages a vertical co-ordination between
parts of the education sector that have often func-
tioned in virtual independence, and it also envisages
a horizontal co-ordination among all the educative
agencies of the community, the regular school sys-
tem being simply one of these.

Within the education sector itself, vertical co-
ordination is needed between the administrative
units that shape the policy of the pre-school health
and educational services, the primary, secondary
and vocational schools, higher education and adult
education. in many countries these services have
grown up in different ways, some of them almost
completely separate from the others, and often the
lack of co-operation among them has caused serious
deficiencies in the educational efforts of a nation.
Even within the education sector, policy-making has
often been divided among different ministries, as
for example when ministries of health, agriculture,
transport, labour and the armed services develop
their own_ educational programmes and establish
their own schools. The horizontal co-ordination of
such agencies of education at the highest levels of
government has been the objective of many countries
in recent years. Finally there is the need for co-
operation between public and private agencies, with-
out unduly restricting the autonomy of the latter.

Furthermore, life-long education requires co-
ordination of effort between the formal education
system itself and the external world0i, for example,
between parents and teachers at the pre-school level,
between schools, libraries, museums and other
agencies of culture at the primary level, between
schools; and all places of culture and of productive
enterprise at the secondary and higher levels, and
between the media of mass-communication and the
schools and other agencies of education at all levels.
As a result of the new perspective it seems clear
that higher priority now needs to be given to the full
utilization of the educational resources of the non-
formal agencies.

Any model of an administrative structure appro-
priate for the control of a country' s educational ser -
-vices will be based upon certain assumptions, and
the main as sumptions underlying the model proposed
here will be explicitly, though briefly stated. These
have not been arbitrarily adopted but arise out of an
examination of world-wide trends in educational ad-
ministration during the past three or four decades(2).
The trends themselves indicate the general direction
of the changes which the nations of the world have
been initiating in their efforts to build education sys-
tems that better satisfy their

LIFE -LONG EDUCATION

Centralization of general policy-making

First is the assumption that matters of broad gen-
eral policy-making for the educational services of
a country will reside in the highest organs of gov-
ernment of the country. This assumption is based
upon the need to ensure that national resources are
most effectively used and that all people are equit-
ably provided for, irrespective of local or regional
differences in wealth, economic activity, population
density, socio-economic level, ethnic origin, or
any of the factors that have tended in the past to
give different sections of the population unequal
educational opportunities when the major respon-
sibility for educational policy-making was borne
by local or regional authorities.

The role of a formal school system

Secondly, it is assumed that the major rOle in the
co-ordination of all the resources of the community
that are to contribute to life-long education will be
played by an organized system of public schools.
The public school system is the agenCy of the com-
munity that has been specifically created to provide
a comprehensive and sequential education for all
young people. It occupies a central position from
which it can extend its activities into neglected
fields such as adult education. It can be used to
bring about a co-ordination of the education activi-
ties of other branches of government. It can initi-

.ate large-scale programmes for co-operation be-
tween public and private agencies of education and
between the schools at all levels and the non-formal
cultural, economic and social agencies. There is
undoubtedly a danger that school systems, from
inertia, will find it difficult to revise the priorities
between formal and non-formal agencies and the
national policy-making body should be so constituted
as to avoid this danger. In spite of the manifest
defects of existing school systems, however, the
evidence does not show that they cannot be reformed.
and must be disestablished. Nor, if school systems
were disestablished, is there any evidence to sug-
gest that other agencies could maintain a viable
System capable of providing equitably for the needs
of all the people in a complex society.

Comprehensive policy-making bodies

Thirdly, it is assum,Ithat the co- .ordination of pub-
lic and private community resources will require
(1) Philip H. Coombs, The World Educational Cri-

sis, p. 126. New York, Oxford University
Press, 1968.

(2) See, for example, the introductory chapters of
Unesco's World Survey of Education, Volumes
III and V; and the yearbooks of the International
Bureau of Education, Geneva.
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the estaldishinent of comprehensive policy- making
and adtninistrati% e bodies that adequately represent,
at the national and local levels, the various types
of agencies involved in the Provision of education.
At the national level, the major policy-making and
administrative authority should represent all rel-
evant ministries 0r branches of government, and
the national organs of the major cultural, such
and oeonomic associations and enterprises of the
country. Similarly, at the local level, the policy-
making and administrative authorities should re-
present the relevant government departments and
all the major local associations and enterprises
that will be sharing in the operation of educational
programmes and facilities. Comprehensive bodies
are necessary to ensure that the various sections
of the educational services of a nation or community
co-ordinate their activities and do not subvert the
general aims by pursuing their specific objectives
in an unbalanced manner.

Local policy-making and control

Fourthly, it is assumed that, in the allocation of
powers and responsibilities to the administrative
bodies operating at different levels, a basic principle
to be followed is that the central authority will be
respohsible only for general policy-making, super-
vision and evaluation with respect to the provision
and. financing of the education system. The respon-
sibility for detailed policy-making and for the actual
provision and operation of public educational facil-
ities and their co-operation with private agencies
will be the responsibility of local educational author-
ities. This assumption is based upon the fact that
the local schools and other agencies, both public
and private, are the action units in the educative
process and that their effective functioning will de-
pend upon the local authorities being given adequate
power to make and carry out-operational decisions
within the general policy norms established by the
central authority.

Functions of the central authority

The central authority shOOld be a representative
policy-making body that candetermine a consistent
set of objectives covering the educational activities
of all the participating interests, both governmental
and non-governmental. Its major function will be to
achieve a general consistency in the aims or educa-
tion, vertically throughout all parts of the education
system and horizontally among all the various co-
operating agencies.

The central authority needs also to have a gen-
eral supervisory function, to assure itself that the
operational authorities at the local level provide the
educational services in the quantity and quality re-
quired for the fulfilment of a nation's general policy
objectives. This will involve the establishing of min-
imum standards for such crucial factors as the re-
cruitment,. training, qualifications and remuneration
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of teachers, the provision of buildings, equipment
and materials, and the requirements fur access to
specialized educational programmes and for the
certification of qualified practitioners in various
occupations.

'the evaluative function of the central authority
int. (dyes comprehensive research into the general
outcomes of the educational process and the rela-
tionship of these outcomes to the range objec-
tives of policy and to the changing educational needs
of the community in terms of its social, economic
and cultural development. This evaluative hinction
is necessary so that the-central authorit3,--catt-el-
fectively consider the ends and means of education
and give general direction and support to the local
agencies responsible for the provision of education.

The financial function of the central authority
will be essentially concerned with ensuring that
adequate financial resources are allocated effi-
ciently in terms of national needs. The ways in which
educational moneys are raised, whether by national
or local taxes, by public or private endowments,
or by allocations from industrial and comniercial
enterpi.ises, vary from country to country; but
whatever means of financing are used, the essential
function of the central authorities is to ensure an
effective and equitable provision of educational
opportunity.

The central authority should allow the local
authorities the maximum possible autonomy in the
provision of education, consistent with the general
national objectives.

Functions of the local authorities

For effective action, local education authorities
should have comprehensive responsibilities and
correspondim-, decision-making powers. chose
should include the provision, maintenance and
operation of public educational facilities at all levels
from pre-school care to adult education and should
extend to the establishment and maintenance of
close working arrangements between public and
private schools and between the formal schools
and all the non-formal agencies with which the
schools will co-operate to use effectively all the
educational resources of the community.

The local authorities will best be able to assess
local needs and resources and bring about practical
working arrangements between all the agencies
concerned. With pis knowledge, and with the mo-
tivation.to innovateand to improve the educational
opportunities of their own communities, the local
authorities should be able to make their own deci-
sions and to act accordingly, within the framework
of general policy laid down by the central authority
and with the resources made available to them.
They should not have to refer operational details
to the higher authority. Officers of the central
authority will have to assess the degree to which
the local authorities are satisfactorily achieving
the goals of general policy, and they should be in



a positioii to provide tehnical and professional ad-
vice for the guidane,... of the local authorities, but
they should not thenfselves make the decisions that
are properly the function of the lacte.

It will be noted that the model adopted here,
providing for united local control of all kinds of
pubiic education and co-operation between {adle
and private agencies, differs markedly from the
common hierarchical arrangement in which the es-
tablishments of higher education, secondary educa-
tion and primary education are controlled by different
authorities covering geographical areas of different
sizes, from the national or regional level down to
the town or county. such a hierarchical arrange-
ment has often been justified on the grounds that
higher educe Lion has national or regional responsi-
bilities, while primary schools have only local re-
sponsloilities. Such distinction cannot he sustained.

Area of responsibility of the local authority

Fur the integration of the various levels in the for-
mal school system, and for their co-operation with
the other educative agencies of the 'community, the
area under the control of a comprehensive education
authority needs to be large enough to include as corn-
plote a range of facilities as poSsible, from infant
care to general adult education. In areas of sparse
population it may not be practicable to have special-
ized establishments of higher education such as
schools of advanced technology and graduate schools
of universities in every local unit. In most Cases,
however, a unit populous enough to include the more
general faculties of a university '.ill not be so ex-
tensive in area as to preclude effective control by
one comprehensive authority. This will be increas-
ingly the case in the future, for with the steady ex-
pansion of enrolments at the secondary and adult
levels it can be e,peeted that almost all young peo-
ple will complete their secondary education and that
the total number of adults of all ages who at any
given time will follow educational programmes will
ultimately exceed the secondary school enrolinent(1).

Educational centres

The fundamental units for the provision of educa-
tional services.will be educational centres. An edu-
cational centre tciil be an institution broader in con-
ception than the traditional school. It will include
the school, but the school itself will be transformed
by its close working relationship with other commu-
nity agencies. It will retain many' of the teaching
functions of the traditional school, but it will also
be the centre from which the young people go out to
learn from other agencies and to which they return
for guidance in the assimilation of their wider ex-
periences. It will have a professional teaching staff,
but this too will be transformedby its close associa-
tion with many other people in the community who
will be sharing in the educational work of the centre.
In carrying out its work, each centre will 'need to

have a good deal of independent power to make ap-
propriate arrangements with other agencies in its
immediate community. It will need to have its own
governing body, representing its teachers, its stud-
ents and appropriate community interests, and this
body should have considerable powers of decision-
making, within the policy lines established by the
comprehensive local education authority.

Regional education authorities

In large countries it may nit be practicable to op-
erate with the simple structure of one central policy-
making and administrative authority and many oper-
ational local authorities. It may be advisable to
have intermediary regional authorities. These
might be policy-making boards, somewhat similar
to the national board, or they might simply he re-
gional branches of the administrative secretariat
of the national board. The former pattern would.
be appropriate in cases where there were distinc-
tive cultural differences that would require some
differentiation in educational policies or in the pro-
vision of education in the different regions. The
latter pattern would be appropriate in cases where
there were no differences calling for. distinctive
policy-making,. but where the sheer volume of com-
munication between the local authorities and the
central authority would be too great for efficiency.
In such cases, regional offices of the central ad-
ministration could deal with a great volume of rou-
tine matters such as the receiving and collating of
reports, statistics and budget requests, the distri-
bution of funds, the clarification of policy-decisions
and so on. As in the case of the central secretariat
itself, however, a regional secretariat should not
itself exercise the power of operational decision-
making.

Conflict avoidance

In the generalize:1 ideal situation described in'a
systems model there will be no intrinsic reasons
for conflict between the central authority that shapes
the general policy and the local authorities that
make tile operational decisions and the practical
arrangements for educational facilities and pro-
grammes. The central authority should be repre-
sentative at the national level of the same interests
as are closely involved in the educational process
at the local level, and it should take into account
the views of the local authorities when framing its
general policies, setting standards, recommending
budgetary allocations and so on. In practice, diffi-
culties inevitably arise because of variations in the
circumstances of different areas. Such difficulties
will be minimized if the central authority allows as
(1) A. A. Liveright, A Study of Adult Education in

the United States, p. 1:34. Brookline, Mass. ,
Center for the Study of Liberal. Education for
Adults at Boston University, 1968.
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much freedom as possible to the local authorities
in their task of translating general norms into spe-
cific arrangements.

The responsibility of government

In modern societies, it is generally regarded as a
major responsibility of the government to ensure
that all citizens have access to adequate educa-
tional resources. This does not mean that the re-
sources must be created, maintained or controlled

'by government, for many voluntary agencies have
always undertaken educational activities. Non-
governmental or private school systems can exist
side by side with governmental school systems and
can co-operate as well as compete with them. But
whatever variations occur in the actual provision
and maintenance of schools and other educative
agencies, the ultimate responsibility now lies with
government to ensure that they are appropriate to
the needs of its citizens. This is a matter of en-
suring that there is an integrated continuum of edu-
cational programmes and facilities comprising both
those of the formal school system, public and private,
and those of the non-formal educational agencies.
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Conceived in this way, a government's task,
while formidable from the point of view of organi-
zation, is lighter with respect to the financial re-
sources it needs to allocate to education than it
would be if it set out to provide all educational ser-
vices itself. Fox: example, a large part of the cost
of vocational training can be borne by productive
enterprises, to whose production the young trainees
will be contributing by their part-time employment;
and the additional staffing made available to public
establishments such as hospitals, schools, libraries
by the part-time trainees could help meet the cost
of many government services. MoreoVer, by em-
phasizing its role in .organization rather than in pro-
vision, a government can avoid the impasse which
so many countries seem to have reached through
attempting to solve their educational problems by
a simple linear expansion of the formal school sys-
tem. By making the fullest possible use of the ex-
isting educational resources of the community,
wherever they may be found, and by supplementing
them where they are inadequate, governments will
be able to stimulate the development of complete-
systems of education going far beyond the traditional
conception of schooling.
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:\ :1101)El, AND ITS :11'PLECATION

1. CONCEPTUAL MODELS

The nature of a model

A model for an education system is essentially it
-systems" model rather than a process model.(1)
It shows in a generalized form the parts of a sys-
tem and the organizational and administrative re-
lationships that bind them together into.a working
unity. It is not a model of the educational process
itself, but of the parts of a system designed to fa-
cilitate this process.

Furthermore, a conceptual model is not a de-
tailed set of specifications that can 'be applied
directly, with little modification, to a Particular
country. It is an abstraction, an ideal whole, the
specific parts of which must be built in:each court
try in accordance with the concrete social and eco-
nomic conditions of that country. In a conceptual
model, the general nature of the essential parts
and their relationships can be outlined, bat the
concrete embodiment of the ideal form will inevit-
ably be brought to realization in different ways in
different countries.

The value of a conceptual model lies in the
way it can be used as a guide in the drawing up of
detailed specitications for a particular country. it
is not a ilueprint, but can be of .value to those
charged with the drawing of blueprints. A gener-
alized model is possible because all countries
share to some degree the same general needs for
educational provision. The concrete expression
of the needs may'differ, and the emphasis to be
placed on different needs will also differ from
country to country' and from time to time and these
are the kinds of considerations that will make one
country's system differ in Practice from any other.
Certain essentials will be common, however. An
example will illustrate this point. Adult illiteracy
is one of the most important elements of the edu-
cational situation of the developing countries, but
adult illiteracy is also found in some degree even
in the highly developed countries. Proyision for
teaching illiterate adults is therefore needed in all

countries, and the emphasis on functional literacy
methods in this model is based on Unesco's ex-
perience over the past years. What is functional
in one society, however, may not be functional in
another. While, then, the elements of a general-
ized model will be universal, concrete provision
for them will differ greatly both in kind and in
quantity from country to country.

At the present time the need for a new con-
ceptual model is urgent, and especially so for the
developing countries.. Most of these have been
trying to establish or expand education systems
modelled essentially on those that were established
for the children of the industrializing countries of
nineteenth-century Europe. The inadequacies of
such models have already been pointed out. Clearly
the time has come for the developing countries to
reshape their systems, rather than simply to
struggle on by linear expansion to universalize
among the children an inadequate model, leaving
the most urgent needs of the adults relatively ne-
glected. A new model, based on the concept of
life-long education, will place emphasis on the
neglected area of adult education, which is des-
tined to occupy an increasingly important part of
people's lives in the future.

The question may arise at this point, why is
a new model necessary. Why could not the older
models of childhood and adolescent education be
retained, supplemented by new models for adult
education? The answer, briefly, is this. In the
first place, the same conditions which call for
life-long education have brought about a demand
for radical changes in the education of children
and adolescents. Secondly, in the perspective of

(1) Ronald G. lIavelock and Kenneth D. I3enne,
"An exploratory study of knowledge utiliza-
tion'', in Goodwin Watson (ed. ), Concepts
for Social Change, p. 50. Washington, D. C. ,
National I'raining Laboratories, National
Education Association, 1967.
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universal. provision for iidult education throughout
life, both the content mid the methods of education
for children and adolescents need radical rethink-
ing. The present, conception of the relationship be-
tween the formal schools and the non-formal com-
munity agencies aml media of education itself must
change, and this in effect means that a new concep-
tion of an education system must be developed.
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Furthermore, with a generalized model of a
system of life-long education'aS a guide, it will be
possible to develop a strategy for reordering pri-
orities, for immediately attending to those parts
of the system most needing reform or expansion,
without losing sight of the integral nature of the
whole system.



2. AN ORGANIZATIONAL MODEL

In conformity with the assumption that a formal
school system is needed to be responsible for co-
ordinating the main educative agencies' of the com-
munity, the essential elements in the system will
be outlined, and the educational contributions of
the other agencies will be viewed in their relation-
ships to the central school system.

Infant-care centres

There will be two main types of centres for the
care of infants during the period before regular
schooling normally begins at the age of six years:
(a) infant health centres, which provide pre-natal
and post-natal advice and care till the age of three
Years; (b) infant educational centres, which may
be attended full-time or part-time, for a varying
number of hours per week depending on the needs
of the infants and on whether the mothers are in
full-time employment. The programmes will aim
at the development of the physical and mental ca-
pacities of the infants, their gradual socialization
through play activities, and their preparation for
the more systematic learning activities of the pri-
mary school.

A close relationship must be developed between
the work of the medical and educational staffs of the
health and educational centres and the parents of
the infants so that the two environments comple-
ment each other harmoniously. Participation by
mothers and fathers in the daily activities of the
centres, under the guidance of the professional
staff, will ease the children's transition from the
home to the school, and it can be a fruitful means
of helping the parents themselves to gain a deeper
knowledge of their developing children and thus to
become better educators of their children.

Primary education centres

Primary education centres will provide for the
years from six till fifteen, which have traditionally
been the years of primary and junior secondary
schooling. The basic function of the primary edu-,
cation centres will be to provide a general educa-
tion for all children up to the point at which they
make a provisional choice of future vocation and
embark upon specific vocational education and
training.

The period of primary education can be divided
into various cyCles, related to biological or social
phases of development. Such phases are somewhat
arbitrary, for individuals show a wide range of
differences in biological and psychological growth,
and societies differ in the opportunities and respon-
sibilities they provide for young people at various
ageS. Different countries will find different divi-
sions suit their conditions. For that reason, the
present model simply divides the period into two

cycles: basic general education and transitional
general education. The two phases may be carried
out with the same physical facilities, or separate
schools may be preferred. This is a matter of
choice for each country. The important matter is
the different educational emphasis appropriate to
the two cycles.

The cycle of basic education

The basic education cycle will normally be five
years long. Its essential purpose will be to in-
troduce the child to the universe of space and time
in which he and his community are located, to open
up to him through his own activities the wide range
of interests and potentialities that human beings
can develop, and to lay the foundations of those
learning skills and interests on which subsequent
development will depend.

The main organizational characteristic of the
basic school will be its responsibility for the care
and education of children for a large part of the
day while they are too young to take full advantage
of the other educational facilities in the community.
The school should be in effect a miniature com-
munity, providing in a selective, simplified, and
idealized form the initial experiences that will
later be provided by the wider resources of the
community. For example, the schools will have
libraries, art galleries, museums, gardens, la-
boratories, workshops, theatres, studios, music
rooms, sports grounds, radios, television, as
well as teaching and learning devices of many
kinds. Its activities will stimulate in many ways
the activities of the world outside the school.

Bringing the community
into the school

Although the school should be an idealized epitome
of the wider community, it should not be isolated.
Opportunities should be made to bring parents and
other members of the community into the school
where they can share relevant experience, dem-
onstrate skills, help care for the children and
teach things they are specially fitted to teach. Not
only would this bring the school into closer contact
with its community, but in developing countries,
it could also assint the professional teaching staff
and help reduce the effects of the shortage of
teachers.

The cycle of transitional education

The transitional cycle will normally occupy four
years. While continuing the general education of
the basic cycle, the distinctive aim of the trans-
itional cycle is to initiate the process of educational
and vocational choice that will lead to the selection
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of provisional fbld of employment at the end of
the cycle. In addition to the general culturai sub-
jects, the school will provide optional studies and
activities more closely related to partictilar fields
of interest in the humanities, the sciences, tech
nology, industry, commerce, agriculture, -handl-
craits zind whatever major activities it found in
the carious circles of community relevant to the
lives of the young people.

One of the main functions of the school will be
to provide educational and vocational guidance for
the students in making their initial choices and in
evaluating the results of their experience in the
different fields they\ hive chosen during the trans-
itional cycle.

Taking the school into the community-

During the transitional cycle of primary education
the school will begin to 1)/:Tare its students to be
independent of it, by irranitig for them to make
systematic use of community facilities for super-
vised learning and for observing and participating.
in appropriate community activities.

There are various ways in which such a broad-
ening of experience can be achieved. Supervised
study iii libraries, museums, art galleries and
other agencies whose fundamental purpose is edu-
cative can he arranged with the assistance of the
staffs of-these agencies. Schools can organize
visits to observe the operation of community organs
of government such as municipal councils and
courts of justice, the work of services such as the
railways, and the daily work in factories, offices,
and other plaCes of work. Participation in com-
munity service such as beautifying the environment,
helping with the physical care of young or handi-
capped children and the aged, carrying out seasonal
agricultural work, and a wide variety of other use-
ful and educative experiences should be organized
by the school in the transitional years. By such
practical means,- the young people will be helped
to bridge the gap between school and community,
between their own school lives and their later lives
as adult members of their community. They will
also have a sounder foundation on which to base
their choice of vocation.

Secondary education centres

The period of secondary education, comprising
the three years from 15 to 18, corresponds to the
final years in the traditional senior secondary
schools for those students who are being prepared
to enter universities or other post-secondary es-
tablishments, and to the period commonly spent
in vocational secondary schools by those students
who are being prepared for direct entry into skilled
trades, technical employment or commerce.

One of the major problems of all school syS-
tems is to find the- best combination of general
education and vocational training at this stage of
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life. In most countries this period has been marked
by a rigid separation between those young people
\%ho went directly to ork afte r or even before their
general schooling was completed incl those \\ ho
remained in full-time schools. The fernier often
suffered from prematurely terminating their gen-
eral education while they .learned specific voca-
tional skills through on-the-job training. The latter
suffered from prolohging a general education and
a generalized vocational education that they often
saw as remote from life and useless to them.

Many attempts have been made to devise
method that satisfactorily combines general edu-
cation, vocational education, and specific vocational
training during this period, and for some occupa-
tions considerable success has been achieved,
notably in the L.;55q and in China. So far, however,
no complete system satisfactorily meeting the
needs of all young people has been established.
The proposed model presents a marked departure
from traditional practice in an attempt to solve
the problem.

Integration of schooling and vocation

I'he essential feature of secondary edhcation is
that it would comprise part schoolin" and part
working. The schools, while continuing to pro-
vide a general education and continuing to use
community resources for this purpose, would re-
late their .ocational education directly to those.
occupational fields in which their students are
receiving initial on-the-job training.. A

The establishments that provide edulcation for
this cycle should, in genera], be comprehensive
schools, offering preparation in many fields of
employment, but in certain cases they may be
specialized schools, restricted to certain types
of vocation.

The students would make a provisional choice
of their general vocational field on the basis of
their experience in the transitional cycle of gen-
eral education and would enrol in the relevant..
course at the beginning of the secondary educa-
tion cycle. The first year would be devoted to
orientation studies and supervised observation
related to a student's chosen vocational field.
Then each student would choose a specific occu-
pation in which, on a part-time basisand with train-
ing provided on the job by the relevant enterprise,
he would carry out a graded progression of in-
structional tasks and productive work appropriate
to his capabilities and interests.

° The concurrent school courses would be of
two kinds: general education, and vocational edu-
cation relevant to the chosen field of employment.
The relationship of the vocational studies to the
on- the -job experience will present crucial prob-
lems of curriculum design, for these studies need
to provide the rationale for the on-the-job tasks
and at the same time to develop in the young work-
ers the capacity to progress to more complex tasks
and responsibilities.-



l'o illustrate the possibilities and difficulties
of this approach to the integration of school and
work an example may be given. l'he field of health
services is illuminating because of the variety of
services required and because of the way in which,
traditionally, there have been sharp divisions he-
t%\ (ten the kinds of training tor the various levels
of.professional competence, from diagnosticians,
physicians and surgeons at one level to hospital
attendants at the other, with many intermediate
workers such as physicians' assistants, nurses,
dietitians, laboratory technicians and secretaries.

During the period of initial vocational educa-
tion, all young people who intended to Nvork in
health services, no matter at what level, would
begin by working part-time in hospitals and medi-
cal clinics, carrying out simple tasks necessary
for the effective operation of the enterprise. Their
work would be combined with supervised on-the-
job training and a progressive series of skills and
responsibilities for the care of the sick should be
developed throughout the period. At school, as
well as continuing their general cultural and civic
education, the young people would study the scien-
tific subjects fundamental to health care and med-
ical practice.

Differences in interests and abilities would be
evaluated during the course of this cycle, and on
the basis of these differences it would become evi-
dent which students could continue with higher
studies leading to medical and surgical practice
and medical research and which would be more
suited to intermediate occupations in the health
services. Admission to higher specialized educa-
tion and permanent employment in the intermediate
areas would in general be subject to assessments
of manpower requirements, while, for the indi-
vidual, admission would be based upon the level of.
knowledge and competence demonstrated by a stu-
der.: during the initial vocational cycle, or, in the
case of adults, upon equivalent qualifications gained
later in life.

Similar examples could readily be outlined in
other major vocational fields such as the care and
education of children in infant-care centres and the
general school system, the practice of commerce
in offices and shops, trades and industries in work-
shop and factory, agricultural and horticultural
work in the fields, orchards, experimental stations
tind laboratories anthin-the-P1ovision and adminis-
tration of government services, public utilities,
,Ind cultural amenities. In all of these activities,
youri; people could be receiving a realistic and
prsonally satisfying introduction to socially ase-
fult.work on a part-time basis, with proper super-
vision and on-the-job training, while simultaneously
continuing their general education and their study
of subjects and skills related to their chosenvoca-
tional field.

Co-operation between school
and workplace

To achieve the integration of schooling and work
envisaged in this model many practical difficul-
ties would have to be surmounted. Me proper
guidance and selection of the young people for the
various vocational fields would require close co-
opeation between school staff responsible for
guidance and placement and the supervisory ami
training staff of the particular enterprises co-
operating with the schools. It would require the
school staff to have an understanding of the prob-
lems of the supervisors in getting necessary work
dcne properly, and would require the supervisory
and instructional staff of the enterprises to rea-
lize that they must give adequate training to the
young people.

Distribution of time between
schooling and work

The amount of time to be allocated to formal school-
ing and to on-the-job training would vary with the
nature of the vocation, the extent of the theoretical
backtfround required for different occupations, and
the level of work which a particular person is cap-
able of reaching. If the work itself has rich edu-
cative components, more time can be given to it
than if it consists of narrow skills and does not
call for a continued enlargement of theoretical
understanding. There is a clanger that a narrow
training in occupational skills may develop work-
ers who are not well enough educated to be able to
adapt themselves to technological change by up-
grading their abilities and learning new occupations.

As a somewhat arbitrary general rule, the
equivalent of two clays per school week could be
initially accepted as the maximum for on-the-job
work and training. This criterion represents a
sharp break with the usual practice by which young
workers entering the skilled trades spend the
greater part of their time at wcrk with on-the-job
training and have only a minimum of continuing
general or theoretical education.

School time .d work time could be distributed
either concurrently or discontinuously. With a
concurrent distribution the work time and the school
time proceed parallel to each other throughout the
cycle. The young person may go to school for
three or four. days per week and go to work on one
or two days; or he may go to school ar'l to work
for a portion of each day. With discontinuous dis-
tribution, relatively long periods of school and
work succeed eachother, for example two months
of seasonal agricultural work or a ore- or two-
month period of industrial employment placed at
a suitable point in the school year. Which method
is most suitable from the point of view of the pro-
duction needs of the enterprise and the educational
needs of the trainees is a question that can only
be answered on the basis of an examination of the
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conditions %%oil: and the instructional. opportuni-
ties of each vocational ;irea.

Types of secondary education centres

Most school systems have inherited specialied
vocational schools at the secondary level. \\ ith the
;elvtince of technology, the tilmad extension tn.
schooling, and more democratic access to educa-
tion, the trend has been towards deferring the age
of specific voczaional preparation ttad extending the
length of general education for all children. This
in turn has led to the transformation of many types
of specialized vocational secondary schools into
comprehensive or multicouse schools, at both the
junior and the senior levels. The t.end will almost
certainly continue, for advances in technology will
make it less and less possible for even specialized
schools to keep p with new inventions and new pro-
cesses and will require them to concentrate upon
the general theoretical and practical aspects of
science and technology, leaving specific applica-
tions to be taught in the enterprises.

Hie comprehensive school is able to provide
a general education and polytechnical education for
all young people, irrespective of their vocational
field. It allows greater flexibility of provision for
students who find that their initial choice of special-
ization has been unwise. In the important years
immediately preceding the achievement of full adult
status, it enables young people -.vho will soon be
dispersing throughout a wide range of vocations to
develop cultural interests and an understanding of
civic issues together. Moreover, it avoids the in-
vidious separation of young people into schools
whose prestige may vary according to the kinds of
occupations for which they prepare. A major prob-
lem currently being faced by comprehensive senior
secondary schools in many countries is their ap-
parent irrelevance to the vocational life of many
of tneir students, especially those who are not pre-
paring for white-collar work. This problem would
be much less serious with the integration of school
and work envisaged in the proposed model.

Centres of tertiary education

On completion of secondary education, the period
of initial vocational education, young people would
make a definitive choice of their field of vocation.
For the majority of occupations this would mean
that the young adults will be entering full-time em-
ployment, with on-the-job training providing for
whatever specialized skills are needed to keep up
with new knowledge and procedures applied to their
occupations. For some occupations, however, those
that require advanced theoretical knowledge and
practical skills before they can be practised, sequen-
tial schooling rideds to be continued at the tertiary
level, the level traditionally defined by the univer-
sities and the specialized higher schools of tech-
nology, medicine, law, commerce, administration,
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teaching and so on. Such schools of advanced vo-
cational training would generally use selective en-
trance procedures based upou the satisfactory
completion of secondary education, or its adult
equivalent, and the ability of the students to learn
subjects with a high level of conceptual difficulty.

During the advanced stage of vocational edu-
cation the young tidults should be definitively asso-
ciated with the occupational field for which they
are preparing. They should be working part-time
in establishments such as hospitals, laboratories,
engineering works, law offices, schools, libraries,
museums and so on, thus continuing to learn on-
the-job skills at higher and higher levels. At the
same time, in part-time attendance at the advanced
schools and universities, they should be studying
fundamental theoretical sipjects and developing
more generally applicable skills. The young adults,
now bearing adult responsibilities, should be paid
adequate salaries or allowances whether they are
working in private or in Public establishments
during this period of combine'dl world and study.

Advanced vocational education at the tertiary
stage would comprise two cycles. The first, train-
ing for practitionership, may occupy three to six
years according to the requirements of different
professions. It would usually culminate in the
granting of a diploma or licence to practise the
profession concerned lace, medicine, teaching,
a rchitec ft' re , engineering and so on or to work
as ara pro fe ssionals or middle-level technicians
in ..he same general fields.

In the perspective of life-long education, the
centres of training for practitionership would also
be responsible for providing continuing in-service
education for members of their respective pro-
fessions, for the up-grading of qualifications
throughout their professional careers, and for the
retraining macle necessary by the emergence of
new fields of specialization.

The second cycle would prepare specialists
for research and teaching in the institutions of
higher education themselves and in institutions of
research and development. This is the cycle in
which traditionally it has been most usual to find
that productive integration of work and study which
is envisaged in the present model for the immedi-
ately preceding cycles of education also; for in
this cycle the graduate students have traditionally
acted as teaching and research assistants to their
professors while simultaneously pursuing their
own higher studies and undertaking their doctoral
researches.

Centres of adult education

Besides sequential vocational education at the ter-
tiary level for those people who have just com-
pleted their studies at the primary and secondary
levels or have obtained equivalent qualifications
later in life, provision is needled for adults to de-
velop a wide range of cultural and vocational



interests. 'I' i rst , provision is needed for the wide
range of studies that have HO formal entrance re-
quire 1110 CILS M-Ut 1c hose fundamental purpose is to
enable adults to take up effective trot satisfying
activities in all the domains of human culture in
which they are interested. Secondly, provision is
needed for primary aril secondary education for
those persons who wish to complete them either
for direct vocational purposes or so as to continue
their education the tertiary level. The establish-
ing of- a regular institutional base for such a wide
variety of services for adults is one of the crucial
problems in the effective provision of facilities for
life-long learning.

For the first kind of studies, the demand for
%%Melt will steadily increase in the future with the
rising level of schooling in childhood and adoles-
cence, a distinctive kind of establishment is needed,
centres of adult education or conununity colleges.
These will need to be widely established for adults
who want to have opportunities for continued learn-
ing not directly related to the acquiring or maintain-
ing of professional qualifications. Such institutions
for the continuing general education of adults will
need to be vtailable in all communities, whereas
the specialized institutions of tertiar:, education,
providing advanced courses for selected students,
will necessarily be fewer in number. In many
countries university extension departments have
tried to meet the general needs of adults, but their
essential responsibility is towards advanced studies
for persons entering the tertiary pet iod of educa-
tion at a later age than usual. ['hey are unlikely
to be able to cope with the popularization of life-
long education and provide adequately forthe varied
needs of the whole adult population without having
their specific responsibility for advanced education
deleteriously affected.

Providing for the second kind of need, basic
and secondary education for adults who were unable

to complete these at the normal time, presents some
special difficulties. It is desirable, in general, that
adults be educated in establishments specifically
intended for adults, and by teachers trained to work
with adults. 'Me centres of adult education should,
therefore, have departments that specialize in this
field.

In developing countries, however, functional
literacy and basic education programmes cannot
await the establishment of the institutions most
appropriate within the framework of an ideal sys-
tem. As a transitional measure, the facilities of
primary and secondary schools and other agencies
should be used for evening classes conducted by
primary and secondary school teachers, and other
suitable people, including young people training to
become teachers.

At the adult level, all cultural facilities of
the community should be made Ilb.? of for educational
purposes. The centres of adult education will need
classrooms, workshops, studios and other resources
for providing education; but they will also function
as organizational centres, stimulating, supporting
and co-ordinating the educational activities of
museums, libraries, theatres, art galleri, and
many other community agencies. The media of
mass communication have a very important place,
also, for many educative activities can be more
satisfactorily undertaken in the home than in pub-
lic facilities. One of the major organizational
tasks of the adult education centres will be to de-
termine which facilities can most effectively pro-
vide for the various needs of adults and to encourage
their development and co-ordination.

For physically handicapped persons and people
living in isolated parts of the country, systematic
study should be aided by correspondence courses;
radio, television, mobile classrooms, libraries
and laboratories and any available means.
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3. AN ADNIINIS I'llA \1()U[ ?(_,

l'he essential administrative principles arising out
of the .issumptions discussed previously may be

,is follows: central policy-making of
a general nature, central financing, and central
yaluuuon and supervision of loud facilities to en-

sure an equitable allocation of educatiohal resources
throughout the nation; local policy-making of a de-
tailed nature, local provision and operation of edu-
e,ttional services in order to make best use of local
knowledge or resources and needs; vertical and
horizontal co-ordination of educational services to
ensure the effici.)nt use Of resources for life-long
education; conummity participation in policy-
making and control at each level of educational
provision and administration, in order to actualize
the ideal of an educatiVe society responsible for
shaping its ov.n way of life. rile proposed model
is based on these principles.

File central government should delegate to a
national hoard of education the responsibility for
drawing up the general lines of national educational
policy on the provision of education at all levels and
of all typ:.-:s: for drawing up budgetary recommen-
dations concerning the apportionment of public funds
for educational purposes; for the establishing of
national standards of educational qualifications;
zind for the general supervision and evaluation of
the provision and operation of educational services
by the local educational authorities.

Fire national board of education should be com-
prehensive, representing at the national level all
tire major educational sectors of the community. It
should include representatives of the main depart-
ments )f government that proyid. educational ser-
vices, for example, the departments of health,
communications, and the armed services. It should
include representatives of the public and private
formal 'educational services at all levels from in-
:ant care to adult education. It should include re-
presentatives of industry, commerce and the trades
unions, and the major cultural associations of the
community. It should also represent parents,
teachers. anti students.

A representative national body of this kind will
be able to develop a comprehensive educational
policy and budget for. submission to the central
government, and tt ill to some extent safeguard both
the government ;did the community from the pres-
sures of special interests in determining policy.

Fire national board of education should have a
permanent .Seeretariat responsible for carrying out
the supervisory,. evaluative and advisory functions
.necessary for its own policy-making deliberations
and ensuring that the local authorities are ade-
quately providing educational services inconform-
ity with national policy. The secretariat will need
to have divisions corresponding to the different
levels anti kinds of education (infant, primary,
secondary, tertiary, general adult education,
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vocational training and so on) and responsible for
the general supervision of educational provision in
their respective fields. It trill also need to have
tatistical, financial, planning and research divi-

sions. fire national secretariat should not exer-
cise any decision-making power at the local oper-
ational level.

In countries that occupy a large geographical
territory or that are divided into distinctive ethnic
regions, it may be necessary to have regional di-,
visions of the central secretariat.

National advisory committees should be es-
tablished in various fields (such as university edu-
cation and vocational training) and for various
purposes (such as the certification of vocational
qualifications) in order to submit detailed policy
recommendations to the national board, They
should work closely with-the corresponding divi-
sions of the secretariat of the national board.

Local boards of education should be respon-
sible for the provision, maintenance, and opera-
tion of all agencies of the formal education sys-
tem at all levels and for the .co-ordination of The
activities of the formal and non-formal agencies.
In order to carry out such comprehensiVe func-
tions, the local boards should be representative
Of the major community interests and the major

'agencies providing educational services in the
local area. The local boards should have the
responsibility of developing specific local educa-
tional policies in conformity with general national
policy. Their duties would include the following:
making recommendations to the national board on
the educational facilities needed in their area,
arranging for the construction of educational fa-
cilities, determining the specific educational needs
of their area, participating with the governing bodies
of the educational centres in the appointMent of
their teachers in ways appropriate to the different
levels of education and in accordance with national
standards of certification, supervising the opera-
tion of the educational centres, and providing ad-
visory services to help the staffs of the centres in
their work.

The local boards of education should not them-
selves be elected bodies, but should be appointed
by the elected general organ of local government
of the area (the city or county councils, for example)
to which they would be directly responsible for the
provision of adequate specific educational services
in accordance with general national policy. The
policy formulation of the local boards would have
to be endorsed by their local governments in the
same way that the policy formulations of the na-
tional board of education would have to be endorsed
by the national government. In countries where
there are no elected general.organs of local gov-
ernment for areas of population suitable in size
for constituting effective educational districts, a



different method of establishing the local boards of
education will be necessary. It is suggested that
local education districts be demarcated, and that
within these districts members of the major com-
munity interests and educational agencies nominate
their own representatives.

Each educational centre should have its own
governing board, representing members of the com-
munity, the teaching staff and the students. The
governing board should be responsible for the day-
to-day operation of the educational centre within
the .framework of policy established by the local

board of education for the various levels of educa-
tion provided in its district. Within this frame-
work of policy, each centre should have a great
deal of autonomy in determining its curriculum and
teaching methods and in deciding what educational
services it can most usefully provide for its com-
munity. It should be the aim of the local education
boards to allow the educational centres at the dif-
ferent levels the maximum of autonomy compatible
with the need to provide a comprehensive and well
co-ordinated educational service to the community.
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4. .1.N ri()N \101)El.

\\ hen rmy l'OnC Vett' education SyStl'in is compared
th raCt ritic,s and differences

v ill he seen. These will vary from country to
country and in 011StM1011Cv no StlillC0111[MHS011can
itself be typical. l'he purpose, therefore, of the
fallo\ ing ;ipplication of the model to one particular.
country is not to argue that there are general sim-
ilarities and differences that can guide us, but
simply to shore the pnwtie;tlity or such an applica-
tion, its rldValltages, :111(1 the difficulties that will
have to he faced. Nor is it the pLi 11)0SO Of this
example to recommend that the country chosen for
the sake of illustration ought to adopt the model
outlined here, or ought to adopt the specific changes
suggested as vtlys of conforming to the generalized
model, for there could he various nays to reach
the saint. end. Decisions on suer far-reaching
changes could only be taken by a particular country
after ,1 meticulous elaboration of the specifications
ripproprirtte to its particular' circumstances.

country taken for illustration is Peru.
l'his does not imply that Peru is in some sense
typical. It is true that Peru occupies a position
between the most developed and the least developed
of the Latin American nations, and many of the
problems of reconstructing its system in accordance
v. ith any general model v ill probably be found in
other Latin American States. In spite. of the recent
great expansion of education, the absolute number
of illiterate persons in Peru, now approximately
four millions, is increasing. i\,lost citizens have
had fewer- than three years of schooling. (1) Between
1r158 and I96i/, enrolment in the primary schools
increased by 78 per cent, in the secondary schools
by 166 per cent and in the universities by 281 per
cent; and the index of retention doubled during the
same decade. Nevertheless fewer than 10 per cent
of the students v fro commenced their primary edu-
cation at the beginning of the period completed sec-
ondary school studies. It is not likely that the
school system in fact could cope with a massive

.increase in the retention rate, and in such a situ-
ation a new approach to the. difficulties of educat-
ing the nation is needed. 21 model of life-long edu-
cation can be of some help in this respect, for it
enables the policy-maker to attack the problems
simultaneously at all levels instead of emphasiz-
ing the infrastructure.

The reform of education in f'eru

It has been pointed out that one of the main advan-
tages, for developing countries, of constructing a
model of life-long education is that it shows the
way to break through the impasse into which the
linear expanSion model has led them. In the case
of Peru, this impasse has been clearly recognized.
The government is at present engaged in a funda-
mental reform of its education system, the general
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purpose of which is to !mike education available to
every person, rather than to a favoured Minority,
and to relate education more realistically to the
needs of this developing nation in a technological
era. rhe reform sees education as broader than
schooling, involving many other agencies of the
community. It sees the need to-co-ordinate the
regular school system with these other resources,
to provide for children and adults continuing op-
portunities for personal development throughout
their lives. R aims at transcending the previous
rigidity and isolation of the bureaucracy by broad-
ening the basis of control to permit of participa-
tion of the community in the policy-making and ad-
ministration of education. To make this-possible,
it envisages considerable decentralization of con-
trol and a great deal of operational autonomy for
the various educational agencies. At the same
time it sees the need for co-ordinated policy-making
at the highest level among all the government min-
istries and national bodies concerned with education.

'rile organizational structure

While recognizing that education is broader than
schooling,' the Peruvian reform sees the school
system as providing the institutional base that can
most readily co-ordinate the non-formal-educa-
tional activities and initiate new activities. It
therefore envisages the continuation of the regular
school System to provide sequential education for
young people from the earlie-* years to the highest
stages of graduate study and research. It :nvisages
a parallel system, using the facilities of the regu-
lar school system as well as special facilities, by
which people who have dropped out of the regular
system without completing their primary and sec-
ondary education may take up part-time studies at
the appropriate-point, and prepare themselves for
special vocational qualifications or for higher edu-
cation. It also envisages special means by which
workers can improve their vocational qualifica-
tions, and it envisages a wide use of the media of
mass communication for general cultural develop-
ment.

In outline, the school system is as follows.
There are three levels of education. The first is
the Initial level, which provides for children from
birth till six years of age, in nurseries (0-2 years),
nursery schools (3-4), and kindergartens (5-61. In the
earlier years, care is provided for the children of
working mothers and programmes of family educa-
tion are available for parents. In the later years the
intellectual and emotional development of the child-
ren aims at preparing them for regular schooling.

(1) Peru, Ministry of Education, Reforma de la
Educacidn Peruana: Inforrne General, p. 10.
Lima, 1970.



Secondly there is the flask' level, which pro-
vides nine years of general education, from to 15.
It is divided into three cycles, of four, two and three
,grades respectively, l'hese cycles are intended to
be complete in themselves. l'he first cycle aims
at developing the fundamental skills of learning and
the social attitudes on which human society depends.

second cycle enlarges kno\%ledge and skill suf-
ficiently to provide the baSis for carrying out semi-
skilled labour for those who leave the school system
at this poinit. The third cycle gives the general
education needed for learning skilled occupations.
Fundamental to the whole level of basic education
is its comprehensive nature. It no longer separates
children at an early age into those alto will continue
their general ed.leation and those who will under-
take trade training. Basic education is provided
in Centros Educativos Comunales (CEC)

Thirdly, there is the Superior level, which in-
cludes senior secondary education and university
education. Its purpose is to continue general- edu
cation but at the same time to prepare people for
vocations requiring high levels of special knowledge
and skill. It is divided into three cycles. The first
cycle, of three or four years, prepares people for
occupations that require the certificate of a com-
pleted secondary education, the liachilleratO Pro-
fesional. Education in this cycle is polytechnical,
preparing graduates for specialized careers in
such fields as administration, agriculture, com-
merce, construction, edUcation, industry and health,
transport; and it is polyvalent, providing education
that is comprehensive enough to admit graduates
to any field in the second cycle. '[his first cycle
is provided in Escuelas Superioes de Educacion
Profesional (ESE P). The second cycle corresponds
to the university and prepares people for the
learned professions that require the Licenciatura.
.1:he third cycle corresponds to the graduate schools
of universities ;ind leads to the .Maestrra and Doc-
torado, preparing people for high-level specializa-
tion, teaching and research in the humanities, the
physical and social sciences, and the technologies.

Parallel to the regular school system at the
Basic level is provision for adults to complete their
basic education by attending evening classes. The
courses of basic adult edUcation are also divided
into three cycles, but the time units differ from
those of the regular school system. The cycles
are of two, three and four grades respectively, re-
flecting the fact that the adult learner will pass
more quickly through the fundamentalliteracy stage
than will the young child, but that he will take
longer, studying part-time, to cope with the en-
riched studies of the later cycles that will prepare
him for specialized vocational training or for the
first cycle of the Superior level. ro improve the
vocational qualifications of workers, a wide range
of training programmes is to be provided by the
enterdrises themselves, by trades unions and co-
operatives, and through a variety of governMental
and private services.

l'he administrative structure

l'he university has a large measure of autonomy,
the senior secondary schools (ESEP) come under
the regional administration of the Ministry of Edu-
cation, and the basic schools are to be locally
controlled.

l'he main organs of ;idininistration of the uni-
vereities are the Asemblea liniversitaria Nacional.

pclicy-making body, and the Consejo Nacional de
la Lniversidad Peruana (CONI; I') which has execu-
tive and technical functions. The graduate divisions
of the universities are under the general control
of the Institute Nacional de Altos Estudios (INAE).
Co-ordination of the activities of the university
with those of ESE' is the function of the Consejo
de Coordinacidn de la Educaci6n Superior. The
ESEP are under the direct control of the Ministry
of Education, but in order to enable them to relate
their activities to the specific needs of different
parts of the country they are administered by e-
gional directorates assisted by regional councils.

The most far-reaching attempt at developing..
local responsibility occurs at the levels of initial
and basic education. The unit of administration is
the Nccleo Educativo Comunal (NEC), comprising
a central unit (Centro Director) and 5 to 15 Centros
Educativos Comunales (C ). Each NEC provides
for communities of from 2, 000 to 4, 000 inhabi-
tants, or for a smaller number in sparsely popu-
lated areas. Each Nucleus is to provide for com-
prehensive care and education of all members of
the community, adults and children alike. In gen-
eral the central unit will provide all nine grades
of basic education, while the cornmunal centres
will provide the first six grades. A communal
council supports the director of each NEC. Zonal
and regional directorates of the Ministry with their
advisory councils co-ordinate the work of the NEC.

In the perspective of life-long education the
importance of the concept of the Nikleo.Educativo
Comunal is clear. It will be the means whereby
all the educative resources of a locality are co-
ordinated and used in the manner most suited to
its needs. The NEC is to provide for adults and
children alike. It is to integrate formal school-.
ing and out-of-school activities into a comprehen-
sive educational process, using both the regular
school facilities and teaching personnel and the
out-of-school community facilities and people with
knowledge and skill that they can place at the serv-
ice of their' follows. ['he traditional school will
play a key r61e in the activities of the NEC, but
it will no longer retain its former isolation from
the community. Its teachers will no longer teach
only the children but also the adults; and on the
other hand, children will not only be taught by
professionally trained teachers but also. by other
members of the community. .lust as the school
facilities will be available to adults as well as to
children, so too the other facilities of the com-
munity will be used by the children. "rho NEC
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has indeed the potentiality of becoming the kind of
basic centre of education outlined in the present
model.

To achieve this goal.. each centre will need to
have considerable autonomy in deciding what are
the most important educational provisions required
in its area, and in arranging for their establishment
and maintenance. An advisory council, the Consejo
Educativo Comunal, representing the families of.
the area, the local authorities, the trades unions,
employers' organizations, government services,
the teachers, cultural organizations and so on, is
intended to have considerable responsibility for the
day-to-day operation of the educational activities
of the NEC and considerable power to adapt educa-
tional provision to the needs of the area, within the
broad framework of policy adopted at the national
levels concerning such matters as educational ob-
jectives and standards, the quality of facilities and
equipment, the conditions of employment of teach
ers, and so on.

Differences between the Peruvian
system and the proposed model

In many ways the reformed education system of
Peru presents similarities to the conceptual model
outlined here. There are, however, some crucial
differences which require consideration. Especially
important are the following: (1) the relatively in-
dependent administration of the major levels of edu-
cation; (2) insufficient pOwers of policy-making in
the councils representing _community interests;
(3) the relative lack of horizontal co-ordination of
the agencies of senior secondary and university
education with the other agencies of the community,
especially those of the world of work; (4) a rela-
tive lack of provision for general adult education
unrelated to the attainment of specific educational
and occupational qualifications.

The relative independence of the administra-
tion of the different levels of education manifests
itself in the following ways. The universities, the
secondary vocational schools (ESEP) and the com-
munal education nuclei (NEC) have their own ver-
tical lines of communication with their highest or-
gans of policy-making and administration and with
their own consultative councils at various levels,
zonal, regional or national; but there seems to be
insufficient organizational or administrative link-
age between their respective administrative staffs
and their councils within any given locality. At the
national level, the Ministry of Education can co-
ordinate the general policy of the ESEP and the
CEC; but unless there are means whereby the local
or zonal directorates and councils can co-ordinate
their own activities, it will be difficult for them to
make a full yet economical use of the resources of
their communities or to achieve a close vertical
articulation throughout the entire length of school-
ing. Such co-ordination can be aided by co-operation
between the local and zonal officers of the Ministry,
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but the effective participation of the community in
educational activities, which the Peruvian reform
aspires to, requires a closer integration of the
community councils.

Secondly, though it is one of the intentions of
the reform to decentralize the administration of
the system and to encourage community participa-
tion in the task of adapting educational provision
to the needs of different regions and localities, the
decentralized powers 'seem to be rather executive
than policy-making. Moreover, these decentra-
lized powers seem to remain largely in the hands
of the bureaucracy. Councils have been established
at every level, national, regional, zonal and com-
munal, for the purpose of advising the officers of
the Ministry. The councils seem to have mainly
advisory functions rather than a decision-making
and operational role. In this they differ from the
model proposed here.

The third major difference is that there re-
mains .a divorce between schooling and -work for-
full-time students following the regular courses
at the senior secondary and university levels.
There is no provision for regular students to spend

.part of their time in employment closely related
to their studies. Adult workers can attend even-
ing courses provided by the ESEP, but this does
not mean that there is any real pedagogical co-
ordination between their schooling and their work.

The.fourth major difference is the lack of ade-
quate institutional provision for the general'social
and cultural education of adults beyond.the basic
level and the senior secondary level. This means
that the non-vocational needs of adults throughout
the greater part of their lives are relatively ne-
glected. Through the Institute Nacional de Exten-
sidn Educativa y Culture (INEEC) it is intended to
make use of all.the means of mass communication,
especially radio and television, to promote self-
education throughout the population. the mass
media, however, are not a satisfactory substitute
for the direct interaction of teachers and students
in educational groups, and for this purpose centres
of adult edUcation are needed that can provide for
the wide ariety of subjects that adults wish to
pursue.

The model applied to Peru

There is more than one way in which it would be
possible to change the Peruvian system to con-
form to the present model, since any abstract con-
ception can be realized in many differing concrete
forms, and it should be emphasized that there is
no intention of recommending that the particular
changes suggested here should be adopted. Their
purpose is simply to illustrate a possible conver-
sion model.

The responsibility for general policy-making
and administration would be placed in the hands of
a National Council of Education, appointed by the
government, representative of all the major



interests in education, and headed by the Minister
of Education. The Council would operate under the
general policy direction of the central government,
which should provide the major part of the educa-
tional budget for.the entire nation. Within the broad
lines of government policy and with the budget pro-
vided, the National Council of Education would be
the authority responsible for developing the system
of life-long education\for the nation. The several
existing specialized councils would continue to
function. They would make their recommendations
to the National Council of Education, which would
be responsible for formulating an integrated policy
and they would carry out their executive functions
in conformity with the integrated national policy.
Such special councils are the Asemblea Universi-
taria Nacional, 'the Institute Nacional de Extensidn
Educativa y Cultura, the Consejo Nacional de Eclu-
cacidn Laboral, and the Consejo Nacional de Re-
forma y Paneamiento ' Educativo. In addition to
these, further advisory councils would be formed
to elaborate policy for initial education, basic edu-
cation, secondary vocational education, teacher
training and adult general education. All of these
councils would represent both government and pri-
vate educational organizations, so that a rational
co-ordination of public and private resources could
be effected.

One of the major innovative tasks of these spe-
cial advisory councils would be to elaborate policies
and plans for the integration of schooling and out-
of-school education and training at each of the three
levels of education in accordance with the specifi-
cations of the general model. At the senior sec-
ondary and university levels, this would require
far-reaching changes in the organization of school
programmes and in the financing of vocational
training in the private sector of the economy. If
it were decided that the industries and enterprises
themselves should finance the vocational training
part of education, a method similar to that of the
United Kingdom might be appropriate, in which all
enterprises make financial contributions to a com-
mon fund from which are paid the costs incurred
by those particular enterprises that provide ,-,roper
vocational training. (1) A second major innovative
task would be the planning of new institutions Mr
the general education of adults, to meet their life-
time non-vocational needs. In the future, it is
probable that each area populous enough to have a
senior secondary school would need an adult edu-
cation centre or community college for adults. An
adult education centre does not necessarily require
extensive special buildings, for many facilities in
the community can provide the appropriate setting
for programmes of adult education, fox example,
secondary schools, libraries, museums, theatres,
public meeting halls, club rooms, church facilities
and medical clinics. Special facilities would be
required, however, for administration, informa-
tion and guidance, community meetings and some
formal classes.

rhe chief executive officer of the National
Council of Education would be the Director-General
of Education, in charge of directorates of finance,
planning, initial education, basic education, sec-
ondary vocational education, university education,
general adult education, teacher training, workers'
vocational education and so on. The functions of
these directorates would be mainly research and
evaluation, to enable the various national advisory
councils and the National Council of Education to
elaborate national policy and to maintain a general
supervision over the adequacy of the educational
provision made by the decentralized operational
bodies. It would not be the function of the central
directorates to make operational decisions at the
local, zonal, or regional levels.

The actual administration of the education sys-
tem would be the responsibility of comprehensive
zonal councils of education, and the councils of the
individual universities, schools, educational nu-
clei, and other operational units. The zonal coun-
cils would be responsible for all levels of educa-
tion provided within their territorial limits and
would represent all the educational levels and all
major community interests involved in the pro-
cess of life-long education. They would thus be
able to facilitate the co-ordination of all levels of
education within their areas, and they would be
able to integrate the activities of the educational
centres with the work of other agencies of the
community. They would have the responsibility
for establishing, maintaining and operating pub-
lic agencies of education at all levels, in accor-
dance with the general policies of the National
Board of Education and with the-finances made
available to them by the central government on
the basis of the budgetary recommendations of
the National Board. Another of their tasks would
be to assess the educational needs of their respec-
tive zones and make appropriate budgetary rec-
ommendations to the National Board: In principle,
to conform to the model, members of the zonal
councils shOuld be appointed by the elected local
governments of their areas in such away that they
represent all the major educational, cultu-al and
economic interests in their respective zones.
When such' elected local governments do not exist,
each of the various interests in a zone would elect
its own member to the council.

The zonal councils would have administrative
directorates responsible for finance and planning,
for building, equipping and maintaining schools, for
superVising the activities of the schools and of the
out-of-school programmes at the various levels,
for maintaining a register of the qualifications and

(1) See Gertrude Williams, "Industrial training
in the United Kingdom, " Ch. 10 of the World
Year Book of Education 1968, Education With-
in Industry, Edited by Joseph A. Lauwerys
and David G. Scanlon. London, Evans Bro-
thers, 1968:
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experinec w teachers »,orking in the schools, mil
for ensuring that Me schools are adequately st.:iiteo
and are satis(;mtority operating.

Each educational establishment \\ ould have its'
ov,n council. to 11(.11) its director .md staff in day-to-
d;ty operations, rile membership and the respon-
sibilities of these councils will differ sonu.\\ hat
from level at level. Councils of the anit ersities,
the ESE l', and the NEC, for example, should e-
present a wide range of community interests, while.
the counc ils of theeonunumi I. centres would he more
closely related to a smaller circle of community
and would be largely compb)-3ed of parents of chil-
dren attending the schools arid.adults following
basic education programna,-.s.

l'he directors and councils of the individual
establishments should be given much autonomy in
their educational work. 'rile degree of this auton-
omy would vary with the size of the establishment
and the qualifications of its faculty. For example,
the universities would have almost complete auton-
omy in their. provision tot' programmes and their
awarding of diplomas to their graduates. 'rile adult
education centres similarly should be largely auton-
omous. Fhe ESE would have somewhat less aufton-
orny in these matters, since their graduates would
he required to meet certain common standards of
performance in academic attainment and vocational
skills, though. their curricula may vary somewhat
from region to region. The communal centres,
with teaching staffs on the whole less well qualified
than those of the 1ISPI', would requir6 more assis-
tance and 'supervision by the zonal directorates.
Similar differences in the degree of autonomy and
responsibility would apply M the important arrange-
ments each establishment 'must make with other
agencies of the community with which it co-operates
in the provision of education..

It would be one of the major responsibilities
of the zonal councils to ensure that all the educa-
tional establishments are adequately staffed, but
in the selection of teachers, the councils of the
establishments themselves should play an important
part. 1'he degree to which they participate in the
process or' selection and appointment would vary
with the type of school. the universities and adult
education centres should have complete autonomy
in selecting, appointing and promoting members
of their faculties within the budget allotted to them.
The councils of the ESEE should have the power to
select and appoint properly qualified- teachers,
subject to ratification by the zonal councils.
Directors and teachers for the infant care centres
and the NEC should be selected by an appointments
board established by tire zonal council and com-
prising members representing the council and the
teachers and. councils of the schools' of the zone.

In the reorganization proposed for Peru, e-
gional councils would not be required, because the
operation of the system would be effectively decen-
traliz.ed at the zonal and local levels. Complete
regional directorates would also be unnecessary.
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Iluwever, regional offices of some of the direc-
torates of the National Council of Education, es-
pecially those concerned kith planning and finance
would provide a means for collating assessments
of the educational condition and the financial needs
of the v'srious zones within each region. In this
.0 ay regional offices would be of great assistance
to the directorate of the National Council in pre-

N.)a ring estimates ol' national needs.

nersion to the proposed model

irst step in the conversion of the present sys-
tem tc the proposed model would be to set up a na-
tional onsultative commission to work out in de-
tail the -hanges needed to continue the present re-
foiins air ugh to the stage where life -long education
is .a realit:. A step-by-step plan of priorities
would be needed for attacking illiteracy, for pro-
viding the ski led manpower required by the de-
veloping econo ny, for improving the quality of
the services pr vided by all departments of gov-
ernment, for inc 'easing the participation of the.
citizens in the pr cesses of democratic social
change, and for en iching the cultural life of the
people. Structural changes as profound as those
suggested in the preSent model would require close
study in the context of a concrete national system
before practicable plans could be elaborated. In
the process of carrying out such a study, the com-
mission would need to take evidencefrom many
.sections of the community. ,-Such a process would
stimulate a nation-wide dialogue on the possibili-
ties for further reform and create an atmosphere
favourable to life-long learning.

Interim changes

Structural reforms take much time to plan and in-
troduce, but at a very'early stage it would be pos-
sible to initiate many practical improvements
within the present system. This could be clone by
making fuller use of all the existing formal agencies
of eduCation and especially by seeking ways of
using the rich resources of the non-formal agencies.
The formal educational establishments at every
level could be encouraged to find ways in which
their teaching staffs might provide extension serv-
ices to members Of the community not able to
benefit from its normal courses. Non-formal
cultural agencies, such as libraries'and museums,
could initiate educatidnal programmes. Trades
unions, co-operatives and enterprises could work
together to provide new educational opportunities
for workers. As an interim measure in a.national
emergency, it could be expected that much of this
extension work could be done on a.voluntary basis.

One of the immediate priorities would be an
increased attention to adult education. This should
not entail any reductiOn of the present efforts to
expand educational opportunities 'for children, but
it should be brought about.by extending the use of



all possible rest'tltret. to make ne%% provision for
adults. l'Ins is necessary for t..) reasons: tirst,
because it is the adults who arc most directly
called upon to ;.lee the great soct.ii enanges of the
present era: anti, second, Imteausat Onsparticipa-
lion of zulults in the I-tuces:ie.- of education %%out('
itself provide a strong thotdvatton for young people
to take ;Ialvant.tge 01 the etlacatiot al. opoortt.nititts
hieing made .ivailable to them. Extended provision
for adults should begin in Li IllOdeSt by using
existing facilities and resources. Educational es-
tablishments already under construction can be im-
proved by such means as ;it !ding adult meeting rooms
to primary school buildings or inc hiding discussion
rooms in cornrintnity libra ries or hospital hui Wings.
New school buildings corn he planned as community
education centres for adults as uell is for children.

In this period of initial expansion of oppotuni-
ties for-adults, the particular agencies, and estah-
lishinents concerned should endeavour to find out

hat educational services people really want. Ihe
tnost effective -use of scarce resources would conic
from helping people .who have the motivation to ;Id-
vance their educational attainments fut'ther. Adults
%%Ito have already had some education would prob-
ably be the first to take advantage of the fie\ op-
portunities, but their participation would help to
stimulate an atmosphere of learning that would en-
courage adults %%Ito have had no formal schooling
at all and who ire often resistant to educational
programmes.

Preparing for the major
change in administration

In this initial period, before the adoption of far-
reaching structural changes in the system. the
various advisory councils envisaged in the current
Peruvian reform would have very important func-
tions to perform. ..1t the zonal level, these coun-
cils shouli assess the needs and the resources of
their areas. They should explore the practical
implications of closer co-operation betWeen edu-
cational establishments at different levels and be-
tween formal and non - formal agencies of education

. in their areas. They could also encourage educa-
tional and cultu ral agencies in their areas'to initiate
voluntary measures for the co- ordination and ex-
pansion of their educational services. This would
provide a basis of practical experience with the
problems of policy snaking and administration at
the local level which ',could be of great value when
the time came for Zonal councils of the compre-

. hensive nature suggested 'in this model to be es-
-tablished and to be given the major respOnsibility
for education in their areas.

In the same way, councils of the individual
establishments, from the communal educationa
nuclei ( NEC ) to the senior secondary schools (ESE P)
and the establishments at the tertiary level, should
be involved in the process of assessing their own
resources and the needs of their communities. With

the ;tssistance of the ional councils, they should
ohentir;iged to t;t1:0

tics for extending their services and co-ordinating
their activities. l'he ultimate success of sys-
LUIIt of co-OrdilIaled fOl'111;11. ;111,1 11011-f0I'lliiil edit-
eiLLIVe services such is that envisaged in this model

ould depend largely upon- the co-operation of the
local ta_oluntioities. tti\ 1.11g the 1.0CA uouunuuitics
the responsibility for formulating !lei,. policies ;in t;
for carrying them out is one of the most effective
\ \;acs of overcoming the inertia of people who
ecu ,governed too bureaucratically in the past.

%1 hen the ground has been \\ ell prepared by
local experimentation ada comprehensive gen-
eral policy has been formulated by the national
consultative commission, the government could
launch the fa -reaching structural changes that
would place the control of education in the hands
of a comprehensive national council of education
and comprehensi.e zonal councils. The zonal
councils should then give priority to the follow-
ing aspects of the reform: the training of teachers,
the provision of a second chalice for young people

ho have left school prematurely, and functional
literacy and development programs. .Js for adults.

basic priorities in the
provision of education

l'he training of teachers is the crucial. factor in
the success of all major aspects of the reform,
for the responsibilities of the teachers are touch
wider when education is based on co- operation
between formal and 11011-formal agencies, in par-
ticular by a close association between school and
:work. It is appropriate that the union of school-
ing and work be carried out first in the training
of teachers, so that they %\ould be able to play
their part with understanding when education and
training for other vocations are being similarly
reformed. Priority, then, should be given to the
integration of work and study in the training of
teachers. Senior students in the ESEP and. the
Escuelas Normales'who are preparing for the
diploma of Ilfachiller Prpfesional en Educaci6n
could be given teaching responsibilities in the
NEC, and students in the universities preparing
for the Licenciatura the Education could work
concurrently to the ESEP. purpose of this
integration would be twofold. It would improve
the education of the students and reduce the num-
ber of teaching hours of the regular faculty, thus
freeing them to expand the educational services
of their establishments. At the same time, special
refresher courses would need to be instituted for
teachers already working in the NEC and the ESE P,
to enable them to provide suitable functional lit-
eracy courses for adults in their communities
and extension courses for young people who have
dropped out of school, and also to prepare thorn
for working closely with the non-formal agencies.

Next, efforts should be made to attract to the
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NEC young people- between the ages of 12 and 15
who have left school prematurely or who have not
attended school at all. Classes for these young
people could be held in the daytime and in the even-
ings, conducted by the teachers whose regular
teaching hours have been reduced by the help of
student-teachers. The aim should be to achieve
literacy for all young people in the 12 to 15 age
group, and to prepare the most able ones to enter
the ESE l'. L'he time spent in rehabilitating these
students would be more effective than an equal
amount spent on younger children who leave school
before completing the initial cycle. In the same
way, the ESEP should extend their evening courses
for young people who have left school after complet-
ing their basic education, and the universities and
other tertiary institutions should open up oppor-
tunities for adults who have qualified themselves
for entry. Thirdly, functional literacy programmes
for adults should be extended in the NEC. In areas
where there are no NEC, these should be estab-
lished, concentrating initially on adolescents and
adults rather than on the younger children.

The final phase

The next major task of the reform should be to ex-
tend the process of integrating schooling,and work
to other'areas of the economy for the regular stu-
dents in the senior secondary schools (ESEP). This
process would require detailed planning by the
zonal councils and much co- operative preparation
by the schools and by the -enterprises, hospitals,
and other social and cultural services that would
work with the .schools. It would require close co-
operation between the zonal and community authori-
ties and the National Council of Education on such
matters as ensuring the equivalence of professional
qualifications and requirements for certification in
many fields of skilled work. It would require co-
operative study of the best Ways in which vocational
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training can be provided in each kind of enterprise,
because the conditions of work differ widely on
farms, in factories, offices, hospitals and all the
variety of occupations for which young people would
be preparing themselves. It is likely that this phase
would take several years to accomplish, starting
first with enterprises where study and training can
most easily be co-ordinated, such as hospitals,
clinics, government offices and well organized in-
dustrial and commercial establishments.

The final task, in terms of priorities but not
in terms of ultimate value, would be to establish
throughout the country, centres for the general
education of adults, that would enable them to con-
tinue the development of non-vocational interests
throughout their lives. The resources of the, non-
formal cultural agencies and the media of mass
communication should contribute to tile cultural
development of the community, and much of the
work of the adult education centres would consist
of providing information and guidance to help adults
make good use of the non-formal agencies.

The vast scope of the practical arrangements
that would have to be worked out in the implemen-
tation of the model, need not be omphasized here.
They apply to any reform. The important element
that needs emphasis is this. The proposed model,
with its aim of transforming the education system
so that the resources of formal and non-formal
agencies are fully available to ,people throughout
their lives, requires close involvement of the local
community. This, in turn, is, most likely to be
guaranteed when much responsibility and wide
powers of'decision-making are given to people in
the local communities, rather than to administra-
tors of the central bureaucracy. National policy-
making in terms of broad principles, with local
control of the detailed provision of education, is
the model most likely to be successful. in the long
process of achieving the goals of life-long education.



. STRATEGIES OF EDUCATIONAL CHANGE

The changes needed to institutionalize the model of
life-long education presented here cannot Le brought
about independently of other far-reaching social,

changes. Systems of education are integral parts
of the structure of their societies, no part of which
can be altered fundamentally without affecting
others. (1) Nor can major alterations in the struc-
ture of education occur until people are ready to
make radical changes in the entire social structure.
Hence, profound as are the changes that will be
brought about by the provision of life-long educa-
tion, they themselves will depend upon even more
profound transformation of the conditions of life in
the present era.

Some countries have already begun to make
significant changes in the direction indicated in
the present model. In the ery process of draw-
ing up detailed plans appropriate to their own unique
conditions and of, initiating some practicable steps
towards their goal, they are in fact helping to bring
about the wider social changes that they know are
necessary to improve the quality of life. In many
countries, however, it is doubtful whether any but
the most far-sighted see the importance of life-
long education for their future or realize the radi-
cal nature of the transformation of their present
education systems that will be required. For this
reason it is inevitable that resistance will be offered
to the educational and social changes implied in
building the kind of system of life-long education
outlined here.

Such resistance will understandably occur in
the economic and political fields, where the pro7
posed model obviously has considerable implica-
tions. It can also be expected in other fields where
the vested interests of specific social groups will
be affected. In the economic system, the proposed
integraticin of education and work will require changes
in the criteria of efficiency appropriate for the pro-
ductive enterprises themselves. these criteria
will have to recognize not only the 'production of
goods and services but also the provision of edu-
cative experience that will enhance the quality of
life of their workers. This latter function is
common in the economic arrangements of pre-
industrial societies but has been lost in many of
the large-scale enterprises of industrial capitalism.
There may be obstinate resistance to overcome in
reviving a wider view of the purpose of the economy
wherever the motive of profit is still dominant in
the organization of work.

In the political sphere, the idea of democra-
tic community participation in the control of edu-
cation implicit in the present model is also likely
to meet with resistance. In some quarters it will
almost Certainly run counter to authoritarian forms
of government_ and the control of politica; life by
self-renewing dlites. Participation in educational
policy-making and administration at the local level

gives people practice in political activity and can
lead to more effective general local government
where the machinery of local government exists.
It can also create the expectation of effective par-
ticipation in local government where there is no
suitable machinery as yet and can thus lead to
demands which constitute a threat to undemocratic
systems. Such expectations, moreover, are likely
to spread to the wider field of national politics.

Within an education system itself there may
be many areas of resistance. The very concept
of professionalism, which teachers have struggled
to realize during the past hundred years in their,
attempts to improve their qualifications and their
status, can be a barrier to co-operation between
the organized education system and other agencies
of the community, for teachers may not willingly
recognize the educative roles of people whom they
do not regard as profession_dly competent. Further-
more, within a strongly hierarchical bureaucracy,
administrators may be reluctant to allow the indi-
vidual educational establishments enough freedom
to adapt their programmes to the needs of their
communities, and may not welcome the partici-
pation of the community in the control of education.

Other sectors of society, toe, have their spe-
cial interests which may appear to be threatened
by the proposed changes. Trades unions, for ex-
ample, whose siipport is essential to the success
of the proposeu reorganization of vocational train-
ing, may have misgivings about the effect on wages
and working conditions of an expansion of the labour
force by student-workers entering the enterprises
on a part7time basis. Privately supported organi-
zations of an educational and cultural nature may
fear a lessening of their independence if they are
encouraged to co-operate closely with public insti-
tutions. It is important that potentially beneficial
innovations be introduced in such a way that they
do not do more harm than good to the community
as a whole.

For many reasons, then, it is inevitable that
there will be some forces opposing the educational
reforms that are called for by the social changes
of the present era. Those leaders who see the
need for innovation will have to consider carefully
strategies of change that are appropriate to the
particular circumstances of their own countries
at their present stage of development. Such stra-
tegies will need to vary from community to com-
munity, and in each case the complex factors in-
volved will confront the leadership with serious
problems. This brief document is not the place
to discuss strategies, but it is appropriate to
point out that several different models of strategy

(1) Marion J. Levy, Jr. , Modernization and the
structure of societies, Princeton, N. J. ,

Princeton University Press, 1966.
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tat 1111114l. anti these can be
studied %%WI profit by educational planners. (1)

.\ useful analysis of such models classifies
them ziccording to three different ways of gaining
wceptance for innovative ideas ;Ind practices. (2)
First, there is the rational-empirical approach
which, by a process of rational ;malysis of the facts
o s itu,Ition, attcutpts to convince people intel-
lectually of the validity of a proposed solution.
Secondly, there is the normative approach, which
attempts to change people's attitudes by persuasion,
emphasizing emotions and sentiments, because it
is recognized that much resistance to change may
have little rational basis but may arise from un-
conscious sources of motivation. Thirdly, there
is the courci,:e approach, which uses the allocation of
authority, nowt, r and financial resources to convince ._

people that they have more to gain by supporting re-
forms than by opposing them. In practice all three ap,.
poaches will usually be employed to some degree.
Where the emphasis is placed will depend very much
upon the kind of resistance that is encountered and the
motivation of the people most resistant to change.
Whatever the situation, however, normative methods
of re-education of large sections of the adult popu-
lation are likely to be required(3) and it will be
necessary to show people that tangible advantages
can be expected from the reform.

Of all three approaches, the rational-empirical
approach is the one that is least likely of itself to
be effective when innovations are to be made widely
acceptable throughout a community; yet it is of
fundamental importance when any major change is
being planned. -file rational-empirical approach
provides for that dispassionate analysis of the re-
lationship between the ends and the means and be-
teen the whole and the parts that makes possible

\ a well- integrated plan; and.without such a plan it
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is unlikely that the innovations will have the desired
results.

An important part of the rational-empirical
approach is the making of conceptual models. It
has been' the purpose of the present study to con-
struct a conceptual model of life-long education
with as much intellectual clarity as possible, in
order to help people see the problem as a com-
prehensive whole without getting lost in the maze
of detail found in a real system. It should be em-
phasized again that there are many ways in which
a conceptual model of life-long education can be
constructed, and this is only one of them. There
are also many ways in which, for the sake of illus-
tration, a given model can be applied to the concrete
realities of a particular country and again the appli-
cation suggested here is only one of them.- The
present model will be justified if, by outlining in
a brief compass the essential structure of a com-
prehensive system of life-long educational pro-
vision, it helps the makers of educational and
social policy in diverse countries to conceive of
imaginative reconstructions of their own systems
that will serve as guides to the detailed planning
needed as the basis for effective practical-action.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Charles J. Erasmus, Man takes Control,
Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill Co. , 1961.
Ward Hunt Goodenough, Cooperation in Change,
New York, Russell Sage Foundation, 1963.
Edgar L. Morphet and David L. Jesser, (eds.)
Designing Education for the Future: anEight-
State Project, 7 vols. New York, Citation
Press, 1967-1969. Vol. 4. Cooperative
Planning for Education in 1980. pp. 87-90.
Goodwin Watson, (ed. ), Concepts for Social
Change, Washington, D. C. , National Educa-
tion Association, l967,
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